ONE HUNDRED AND SIXTY-SIXTH
Commencement
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10 a.m.
Kohl Center
Cover: The sun shines over the Red Gym as early-morning hoarfrost coats trees and bushes in Alumni Park during winter.
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Processional of the Official Party
“Pomp and Circumstance March No. 1”
Commencement Band
Mead Witter School of Music

The audience is requested to rise as the procession of officials enters led by graduates representing each of the schools and colleges with their respective flags.

The National Anthem
Lauren Lynne Shafer, ’19
MM, Performance

Presiding Officer
Provost John Karl Scholz, PhD

Introduction of the Official Party

Welcome from UW–Madison Chancellor
Chancellor Rebecca M. Blank, PhD

Welcome from UW System Board of Regents
Tracey L. Klein

Charge to the Graduates
Jason Gay ’92

Conferral of Academic Degrees
Doctor of Philosophy
Doctor of Musical Arts
Master of Fine Arts
  Dean William J. Karpus, PhD

Doctor of Medicine
Doctor of Physical Therapy
Master of Genetic Counselor Studies
Master of Physician Assistant Studies
Master of Public Health
  Dean Robert N. Golden, MD

Doctor of Juridical Science
Juris Doctor (Doctor of Law)
Master of Laws
Master of Laws–Legal Institutions
  Dean Margaret Raymond, JD

Doctor of Nursing Practice
  Dean Linda D. Scott, PhD, RN, NEA-BC, FAAN

Master of Accountancy
Master of Arts
Master of Business Administration
Master of Engineering
Master of International Public Affairs
Master of Music
Master of Professional French Studies
Master of Public Affairs
Master of Science
Master of Social Work
  Dean William J. Karpus, PhD

Musical Interlude, “Songs to Thee Wisconsin”
Arranged by Professor Michael Leckrone, MM
Commencement Band
Mead Witter School of Music

Remarks on Behalf of the Graduates
Lisa NurMarini Mohd Kamal, ’19
BS, Geology & Geophysics

One Badger Nation video from the Wisconsin Alumni Association

Recognition of Honors and Distinctive Scholastic Achievement Graduates

Conferral of Baccalaureate Degrees
College of Agricultural and Life Sciences
Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Science–Agricultural Business Management
Bachelor of Science–Biological Systems Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Nutrition and Dietetics
Bachelor of Science–Landscape Architecture
  Dean Kathryn VandenBosch, PhD

School of Business
Bachelor of Business Administration
  Dean Vallabh Sambamurthy, PhD

School of Education
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Bachelor of Science–Art
Bachelor of Science–Art Education
Bachelor of Science–Athletic Training
Bachelor of Science–Dance

Degree conferral continues on next page
Bachelor of Science–Education
Bachelor of Science–Education Studies
Bachelor of Science–Health Promotion and Health Equity
Bachelor of Science–Kinesiology
Bachelor of Science–Physical Education
Bachelor of Science–Rehabilitation Psychology
Bachelor of Science–Theatre and Drama
  *Dean Diana E. Hess, PhD*

**College of Engineering**
Bachelor of Naval Science
Bachelor of Science–Biomedical Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Chemical Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Civil Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Computer Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Electrical Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Engineering Mechanics
Bachelor of Science–Engineering Physics
Bachelor of Science–Geological Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Industrial Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Materials Science and Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Mechanical Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Nuclear Engineering
  *Dean Ian M. Robertson, PhD*

**School of Human Ecology**
Bachelor of Science–Community and Nonprofit Leadership
Bachelor of Science–Human Development and Family Studies
Bachelor of Science–Human Ecology
Bachelor of Science–Interior Architecture
Bachelor of Science–Personal Finance
Bachelor of Science–Retailing and Consumer Behavior
Bachelor of Science–Textiles & Fashion Design
  *Dean Soyeon Shim, PhD*

**College of Letters & Science**
Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Arts–Journalism
Bachelor of Landscape Architecture
Bachelor of Music
Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Science–Applied Mathematics, Engineering and Physics
Bachelor of Science–Journalism
Bachelor of Social Work
  *Interim Dean Eric M. Wilcots, PhD*

**School of Nursing**
Bachelor of Science–Nursing
  *Dean Linda D. Scott, PhD, RN, NEA-BC, FAAN*

**Procession of Degree Candidates**

**Varsity**
Varsity! Varsity! U rah rah! Wisconsin!
Praise to thee we sing.
Praise to thee our Alma Mater.
U rah rah! Wisconsin!

**Recessional of the Official Party**
“Pomp and Circumstance March No. 4”
Commencement Band
Mead Witter School of Music

*Please remain seated until officials have left the stage.*

*Please note: Professional photographers will be taking individual photographs of candidates as they receive their diploma folders and as they exit the stage. Parents, family, and friends should not try to gain access to the stage or to the candidate seating area to take photographs before or during the ceremony.*

#uwgrad

Badgers are social creatures. Capture your 2019 Winter Commencement memories and share them at #uwgrad
KEYNOTE SPEAKER

Jason Gay

UW–Madison alum Jason Gay is the *Wall Street Journal*’s sports columnist and a humor columnist for its Review section. Since joining the newspaper in 2009, he has written a several-times-a-week column that shifts regularly from irreverent topics to more serious themes. He has covered events ranging from the Super Bowl and the Olympics to the Masters Golf Tournament and the Tour de France.

Born in Boston, Gay grew up in the nearby suburb of Belmont, Massachusetts, where he says he had an embarrassing and forgettable career in baseball, basketball, cross country, and tennis. He has competed as an amateur bike racer, finishing dead last in races from New York to Rwanda.

Gay began his reporting career covering Little League baseball for the *Vineyard Gazette* on Martha’s Vineyard, Massachusetts. Later, he would work as a writer and editor for publications including *GQ*, *Rolling Stone*, *The New York Observer*, and the *Boston Phoenix*. The author of the 2015 bestseller *Little Victories*, he was named Sports Columnist of the Year by the Society of Professional Journalists in 2016. He has been a finalist for the Thurber Prize for American Humor.

Gay graduated from UW–Madison in 1992, earning a bachelor’s degree in political science. He loves his alma mater, as evidenced by a 2018 column, “Badgers Must Beat Michigan to Save the World,” and its follow-up this fall, “Yes, to Save the World, Wisconsin Really Needs to Beat Michigan.” Gay lives in Brooklyn with his wife, Bessie, their two children, Jesse and Jojo, and a passive-aggressive cat.
Rebecca M. Blank became chancellor of the University of Wisconsin–Madison in July 2013. Since then, she has presided over a major effort to expand and improve educational opportunities, both inside and outside of the classroom, to better prepare students to succeed in a rapidly changing economy. At the same time, she has worked to maintain the university’s position as a global leader in innovation and research and has emphasized the role of the university in nurturing entrepreneurship and driving economic development.

Blank is an internationally respected economist who has also spent time in Washington, DC, working in three different administrations. Most recently, she served as Deputy Secretary and Acting Secretary of the US Department of Commerce under President Obama.

She also brings strong academic credentials to the position of chancellor. She served as dean and professor of public policy and economics in the Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy at the University of Michigan from 1999 to 2008. In her role as dean, she launched such innovations as interdisciplinary graduate programs and an undergraduate public policy major. Earlier in her career, she was a member of the faculty at Northwestern University and Princeton University.

A native Midwesterner, Blank earned an undergraduate degree in economics from the University of Minnesota and a doctoral degree in economics from MIT.

In 2015, Blank was awarded the Daniel Patrick Moynihan Prize by the American Academy of Political and Social Science. The prize honors individuals who use sound analysis and social science research to inform public policy while also contributing to the public discourse on society’s most pressing issues.

Blank is a frequent speaker on the importance of public research universities. She has been part of a vital national conversation about how to keep these institutions financially stable and thriving.

Her leadership has reinforced UW–Madison’s position as one of the world’s top 25 universities—a center for education, discovery, and research, committed to sharing knowledge and innovation that improves lives in Wisconsin and around the globe.
John Karl Scholz began serving as provost in August 2019 after six years as the dean of the College of Letters & Science at UW–Madison. Scholz is also the Nellie June Gray Professor of Economic Policy in the Department of Economics, which he joined in 1988.

From 1997 to 1998, Scholz was the deputy assistant secretary for tax analysis at the US Treasury Department, and from 1990 to 1991 he was a senior staff economist at the Council of Economic Advisors. Scholz directed the Institute for Research on Poverty at UW–Madison from 2000 to 2004.

Professor Scholz is an internationally respected economist whose work on household saving, low-wage labor markets, financial barriers to higher education, and bankruptcy has appeared in leading economics journals.

A native of Nebraska, Scholz graduated from Carleton College in Northfield, Minnesota, and earned his doctorate from Stanford University.
Tracey L. Klein is an attorney and shareholder with the national law firm of Polsinelli. Klein has served as general counsel to acute care hospitals, multi-provider health care systems, multi-specialty clinics, managed care companies, and health insurance companies for more than 30 years. She has experience in regional and national transactions involving health care providers and health insurance companies.

Klein is Board Chair of Milwaukee Film and a member of the Greater Milwaukee Committee. She served as a member of the Board of Visitors of the UW–Madison Political Science Department from 2010 to 2016 and is also a past member of the advisory board for the College of Health Sciences at UW–Milwaukee.

Klein graduated from UW–Madison in 1980 with a bachelor of arts degree in political science and received her law degree from Marquette University Law School in 1984.
STUDENT KEYNOTE SPEAKER

Lisa Kamal

 Raised in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, Lisa Kamal has been attending UW–Madison on a scholarship awarded by Petronas, an oil and gas corporation owned by the government of Malaysia. She is earning a bachelor’s degree in geology and will return to Malaysia after winter commencement to begin work at the company.

While on campus, Lisa received numerous honors for her academic work, including the Lowell R. Laudon Outstanding Junior Scholarship Award from the Department of Geoscience and an On To the Future Award for underrepresented students in geosciences from the Geological Society of America. She was awarded a 2019 Hilldale Undergraduate Research Fellowship to study electron beam damage on carbonate standards, her senior project. Beginning as a freshman, she was employed as a student worker for the Wisconsin Geological & Natural History Survey, part of the UW–Madison Division of Extension.

Outside of her major, Lisa greatly enjoyed exploring her creative side. Her favorite electives were dance classes, and she sang, dance, and acted in theater productions as part of Malaysian Night, an annual cultural celebration that she helped bring back to campus as an officer with the Malaysian Students Association. Last spring, she co-wrote and acted in a play performed at Malaysian Night and set during the 2018 Malaysian general election.
The Senior Class Officers comprise two elected officers, the President and Vice President, and three selected officers, the Communications, Events, and Philanthropy Directors. Elections and interviews took place in the spring semester prior to the beginning of their service in the fall of their senior year.

Part of the Division of Student Life, the officers also partner with the Wisconsin Foundation and Alumni Association (WFAA) and the Office of the Chancellor. The Senior Class Officers plan spring and winter commencement as well as senior social events and senior week events in cooperation with WFAA.

Lauren Sorensen, Senior Class President

A graduate of West Bend East High School, Lauren is pursuing a double major in political science and French, with a certificate in African studies. She recently was awarded a prestigious Boren Scholarship, which is offered to students interested in learning about national security and critical regional languages. As part of this scholarship, Lauren spent the 2018–19 academic year studying international development, French, and Wolof in Senegal. Alongside taking classes there, she completed internships with non-governmental human rights organizations and conducted independent field research on the intersection of religion and politics. She will use her research to complete her senior honors thesis this year, which is supported by a Hilldale Undergraduate Research Fellowship Award. An active community member, Lauren has interned for state Sen. Lena Taylor and volunteered with the Badger Volunteers student organization and the Dane County chapter of Habitat for Humanity. After graduation, she aims to gain experience in international affairs before pursuing a law degree.

Alyssa Birkeland, Senior Class Vice President

Originally from West Bend, Wisconsin, Alyssa is a student in the Wisconsin School of Business majoring in management, human resources, and political science, with a certificate in Spanish. Active in conservative politics, she serves as the vice chair of the College Republicans and has interned in the Governor’s Office and for the Republican Party of Wisconsin. Alyssa’s other involvements on campus include being a part of the Wisconsin Admissions Volunteers, the Political Science Student Association, and the Collegiate Farm Bureau. She spent the past summer studying abroad and traveling throughout Scandinavia with the Brittingham Viking organization, of which she is a proud member. Alyssa currently works for the Wisconsin Alumni Association as a political advocacy intern, where she makes her abundant pride for the state and university apparent. After graduation, she hopes to work in Washington, DC, for a few years before returning home to Wisconsin.
Kayla Huynh,  
Senior Class Communications Director  
Kayla, of Bloomington-Normal, Illinois, is pursuing a journalism degree in strategic communication and reporting, with a certificate in Asian American studies. She is the special pages editor for UW–Madison’s student newspaper The Daily Cardinal, and editor-in-chief of the 18th edition of Curb magazine, a student-produced lifestyle magazine. Kayla is the public relations chair of the College of Letters & Science honors student organization and previously served as a copy chief and writer for The Daily Cardinal. As a student communications specialist for University Communications, she writes for UW–Madison’s central news bureau and helps create The Weekly, the university’s e-newsletter for students. She has interned at Country Financial as a content specialist and currently works as a social impact storyteller at American Family Insurance’s Institute for Corporate and Social Impact. When she’s not writing, Kayla can be found dancing on the Wisconsin Premiere dance team or looking for her next big story.

Chris Gitter,  
Senior Class Philanthropy Director  
A graduate of Saint Thomas Academy in Mendota Heights, Minnesota, Chris is majoring in pharmacology and toxicology, with certificates in environmental studies and global health. His passion for connecting the environment and personal health was sparked as a member of the campus Greenhouse Learning Community. Outside the classroom, he has stayed busy with field, laboratory, and clinical research, including traveling to the Tiputini Biodiversity Station as a member of the Rainforest and Coral Reefs first-year interest group. He also studied the role of protein kinases in the Dai pharmaceutical sciences lab. Chris has completed clinical research internships with the Minnesota Urology Foundation and the Minneapolis Heart Institute Foundation. He serves as the community events director on the Wisconsin Homecoming Committee and as a co-president of the UW–Madison chapter of Be the Match on Campus, a national bone marrow registry. After graduation, Chris will continue clinical cardiology research with the Minneapolis Heart Institute Foundation prior to applying to medical school.

Sonam Dolma,  
Senior Class Events Director  
Born and raised in a Tibetan refugee settlement in Northern India, Sonam is pursuing a degree in biochemistry with honors in research, along with a certificate in leadership and South Asian studies. As a Biochemistry Scholar, she will be working on a senior honors thesis supported by a Hilldale Undergraduate Research Fellowship Award. During the academic year, Sonam is a housing fellow for UW residence halls. During her summers, she has completed several pre-medical internships with the Summer Health Professions Education Program in California and the Summer Medical Leadership Program at the University of Virginia School of Medicine. Sonam is dedicated to serving and advocating for the Tibetan community. She volunteers with UW Hospital and the Wisconsin Tibetan Association as a teacher to help preserve Tibetan language and culture, and she is piloting a mentorship guidance program for first-generation Tibetan high school students in the Madison area. After graduating, she plans to apply to medical school and continue her efforts to serve the Tibetan diaspora.
As UW–Madison marks milestone, a look at the first female valedictorian

BY DOUG ERICKSON

Like many young people away at college, Clara Bewick sought to reassure her family that she was doing just fine.

“Let me say, for the 50th time, ‘Do not, under any circumstances, worry about me,’” she wrote in a letter home.

If her family members were a bit jittery, they can be forgiven. Bewick was writing in 1867 from the campus of the University of Wisconsin, which only recently had begun enrolling women.

Two years later, Bewick would be among the first class of six women at the university to graduate with bachelor’s degrees. Her classmates selected her valedictorian.

It was a prescient choice. Bewick would go on to become a prominent journalist, a tireless women’s rights advocate, and a suffragist of national renown. Her accomplishments and influence would do much to advance the cause of women in higher education.

Bewick impressed people from a young age. Born in England and raised on a modest farm near Windsor, Wisconsin, she was studious and bright, known for memorizing long literary passages.

As a teenager, she began teaching in a Dane County school. At 19, she entered UW. Her letters and diary entries suggest a college student enjoying campus life and appreciating the opportunities before her.

Her commencement address from 1869 brims with gratitude for today from a regularly organized female college. We thank you for your recognition of woman’s wants and woman’s capabilities.”

Bewick spent the next few years teaching Latin and history to female students at UW while taking graduate-level classes in French, Greek and chemistry. Alas, her time at UW ended in 1870 over a compensation dispute. She felt strongly that her experience and her performance as an instructor the prior year entitled her to a raise.

“She took a bit of a stand but probably misjudged her negotiating position,” says John Holliday, of Gold Coast, Australia, a second cousin twice-removed of Bewick’s who is researching a book on her life.

“They said no and told her she must decide whether to stay or resign. She resigned.”

The following year, she married Leonard Wright Colby, a UW law graduate, and became known professionally as Clara Bewick Colby.

The couple soon moved to Beatrice, Nebraska, where Leonard set up a thriving law practice and Clara began the professional and civic-minded endeavors that would define the rest of her life.

She established the Beatrice Public Library, served as principal of the school district, and helped form the Nebraska Woman Suffrage Association, serving as its president for 13 years.

A prolific writer and speaker, she founded, in 1883, The Woman’s Tribune, considered for several years the voice of the American...
suffrage movement. She published the *Tribune* for 26 years, largely by herself and on a shoestring budget. It was the second-longest-running woman suffrage paper in the US.

In 1916, while crossing the US, Bewick Colby developed a cold that turned into pneumonia. She died that year at age 70. Four years later, the 19th Amendment gave women the vote.

Bewick Colby is not as well-known as other suffragists for a variety of reasons, including her approach to suffrage work, says Kristin Mapel Bloomberg, a professor of women's studies at Hamline University who is writing a book on Bewick Colby.

“She had that Wisconsin pioneer work ethic,” Mapel Bloomberg says. “She always saw herself as someone who did the hard work behind the scenes without needing to get a lot of individual credit.”

In her commencement speech at UW, Bewick Colby told her fellow graduates that solemn responsibilities awaited them. She urged them to look at the past lovingly but not regretfully.

“A broader and nobler life lies before us,” she said. “Let us hasten to make it our own.”

*A longer version of this story, as well as profiles of other prominent UW–Madison women in history, can be found at wisc.edu/women.*

---

**MOMENTS IN WOMEN’S HISTORY AT UW**

**1863** • First women admitted in the Normal School, sparked by the university losing much of its male population during the Civil War.

**1867** • To satisfy President Paul Chadbourne’s anti-coeducation views, the Normal Department is abolished and replaced by the separate Female College.

**1869** • First bachelor's degrees awarded to women.

**1871** • Ladies Hall constructed to house the Wisconsin Female College as a place for women to live and study.

**1874** • Women receive full coeducational status, sharing classes with men. The Female College closes. Ladies Hall becomes a women's dormitory.

**1901** • Ladies Hall is renamed Chadbourne Hall by President Birge. “President Chadbourne secured the appropriation for the building,” Birge said. “I thought it was only fair that Dr. Chadbourne's contumacy regarding coeducation should be punished by attaching his name to a building which turned out [to be] one of the main supports of coeducation.”

**1918** • Mabel Watson Raimey is believed to be the first African-American woman graduate, earning a degree in English. In 1927, she becomes the first African-American woman to practice law in Wisconsin.

**1926** • Emily Hahn is the first woman to earn an engineering degree.

**1951** • Vel Phillips is the first African-American woman to graduate from the Law School.

**1959** • Former student Lorraine Hansberry's *A Raisin in the Sun* premieres on Broadway. Hansberry is the first African-American woman to have a play produced on Broadway.

**1965** • Sister Mary Kenneth Keller becomes the first American to earn a PhD in computer science.

**1966** • The National Organization for Women, launched by Professor Kathryn Clarenbach and Betty Friedan, is first housed in Clarenbach's faculty office.

**1974** • The Women's Intercollegiate Athletic Program is created following the passage of Title IX in 1972, with a budget of $118,000 for 11 sports.

**1975** • The Women's Studies Program is founded. In 1980, it becomes the Department of Gender & Women's Studies.

**1980** • Gerda Lerner establishes the nation's first PhD program in women's history.

**1988** • Donna Shalala becomes the first female chancellor and also the first woman to lead a Big Ten school.

**1992** • The LGBT Center opens on campus. It is now known as the Gender and Sexuality Campus Center.

**1993** • Ada Deer is appointed head of the Bureau of Indian Affairs by President Bill Clinton. She is the first woman to fill the role and helps set policy for more than 550 federally recognized tribes. She is also the first member of the Menominee Nation to graduate from UW–Madison, receiving her bachelor's in social work in 1957, and the first Native American woman to run for Congress in Wisconsin, in 1992.

**1996** • The National Organization for Women, launched by Professor Kathryn Clarenbach and Betty Friedan, is first housed in Clarenbach's faculty office.

**2016** • Police Chief Sue Riesling retires after 25 years. She was the first woman and youngest person to head a Big Ten university police force.

**2019** • About 4,500 women graduated in spring 2019 from UW–Madison, marking the 150th anniversary of the first graduating class of six women.
The University of Wisconsin–Madison

The University of Wisconsin–Madison and its alumni have a rich tradition of national and international leadership in teaching, research, entrepreneurship, and public service. We regularly rank near the top in research dollars and are rated among the strongest in the world in international reputation. And, as any visitor can readily attest, our beautiful lakeshore campus is considered to be among the nation’s most picturesque.

This university has existed for as long as Wisconsin has been a state, tracing its roots to a clause in the Constitution of the State of Wisconsin decreeing that the young state should have a prominent public university. In 1848, legislators passed a bill that formally created the University of Wisconsin. Its first class, with 17 students, met in Madison on February 5, 1849.

From these humble beginnings, the university has grown into a large, diverse community with more than 45,000 students representing every county in Wisconsin, 50 states, and 134 countries.

Across campus, the words “sifting and winnowing” often appear when describing UW–Madison’s intellectual life. They date back to an 1894 Board of Regents statement on academic freedom:

“Whatsoever may be the limitations which trammel inquiry elsewhere, we believe that the great state University of Wisconsin should ever encourage that continual and fearless sifting and winnowing by which alone the truth can be found.”

Inspired by this spirit, scholarly inquiry has fed a steady stream of discoveries. From vitamins, agricultural techniques and wildlife ecology to stem cells, biofuels and economic well-being, the university continues to foster ideas and research that change lives.

UW–Madison is the oldest and largest campus in the University of Wisconsin System. Its mission is to provide “a learning environment in which faculty, staff, and students can discover, examine critically, preserve and transmit the knowledge, wisdom, and values that will help ensure the survival of this and future generations and improve the quality of life for all.”

The university strives to achieve these ends through the continual advancement of its teaching, research, and public service programs. Throughout its history, the university has sought to bring the power of learning into students’ daily lives through innovations such as residential learning communities and service learning courses.

We are motivated by the “Wisconsin Idea”—articulated a century ago as the principle that the university’s influence should benefit everyone in the state. Today, this principle has expanded to a global scale. The Wisconsin Idea continues to permeate everything we do, helping to forge close partnerships between faculty, staff, and students, and people, communities, and industries around the world.
Program Notes

The school and college flags used in today’s ceremony were commissioned for Commencement by Chancellor Rebecca Blank. They are used in this and other similar ceremonies, including the Chancellor’s Convocation for incoming students—the complementary celebration to Commencement that begins students’ university careers.

The flags’ background wave design reflects the university’s location along Lake Mendota. Colors on each flag reflect the traditional academic colors for the courses of study within each school or college. The Graduate School, School of Education, and College of Letters & Science are multicolored, representing their varied disciplines. Flags also feature the year in which each school or college was founded, from 1848 for the Law School and School of Medicine and Public Health (authorized in the charter for the newly created university) to 1983 for the School of Veterinary Medicine.

Flag bearers in the opening procession were selected by the dean of each school and college to represent their fellow students:

**College of Letters & Science**
Paul Jackson II  
*BS, Political Science*

**School of Medicine and Public Health**
Sarah Clifford  
*Master of Public Health*

**School of Nursing**
Cassondra Dietrick  
*BBA, Marketing and Operations & Technology; Certificate in Supply Chain Management*

**School of Pharmacy**
Jiaxuan Yan  
*PhD, Pharmaceutical Sciences*

**School of Veterinary Medicine**
Fernando R. Moreira  
*PhD, Comparative Biomedical Sciences*

---

College of Agricultural and Life Sciences
Alegra Monae Holt  
*B, Animal Sciences*

**School of Business**
Emily Marie Bildings  
*BBA, Marketing and Operations & Technology; Certificate in Supply Chain Management*

**School of Education**
Matthew Zimmerman  
*BS, Athletic Training*

**College of Engineering**
Richard John Schneider  
*BS, Mechanical Engineering*

**Graduate School**
Julian Anthony Lynch  
*PhD, Anthropology; Ethnomusicology*

**School of Human Ecology**
Jarret D. Johnson  
*BS, Personal Finance; Certificate in Entrepreneurship*

**Law School**
Adam J. Meyers  
*Juris Doctor*
Academic Attire

Gowns
Gowns represent the three principal levels of academic achievement. The bachelor’s gown, symbolizing the first degree, is made of black material and has a closed front and long, pointed, open sleeves. Master's candidates wear a black gown with a closed front and long, closed sleeves. The gown worn by doctoral candidates has an open front with bell-shaped sleeves. Doctoral gowns are further embellished with velvet trim in the form of crossbars on the sleeves. In spring 2017, the gown designs were updated to include the University of Wisconsin–Madison colors and crest logo, providing both a pop of red among the traditional sea of black and an additional display of UW spirit that’s recognizable to all.

Hoods
Academic hoods are used as a further means of identifying the level of degree attainment. The bachelor's hood, worn only by those who have previously received a baccalaureate degree, is rather short with a narrow velvet edging the color of the appropriate discipline and a lining in the color of the institution—cardinal at Wisconsin. The master's hood is considerably longer, has a wider velvet edging, and exposes more of the lining. Doctoral hoods have the widest velvet edging, wide panels at either side, greater length, and a fully exposed lining.

Caps and Tassels
Candidates for the bachelor’s degree wear the black mortarboard cap with tassels of their course color. The tassel is worn on the right side until the formal conferral of the degree. At that time, the tassel is moved from the right to the left side. Candidates for the Law JD and SJD degrees wear an 8-sided black tam with a gold tassel. Candidates for all advanced degrees wear black mortarboard caps with black tassels on the left side. Some holders of degrees from other countries or institutions wear special hats which are distinctive to their degree. Graduates displaying the red and white philanthropy cord have chosen to make a financial gift commitment of support to the university.

Honors
Bachelor’s degree candidates with distinctive scholastic achievement wear cardinal stoles over the fronts of their gowns. Bachelor’s degree candidates participating in an honors program wear white stoles with cardinal bars.

Academic Colors

Graduate and Professional Hoods
Doctor of Audiology: Green
Doctor of Juridical Science: Purple

Juris Doctor (Doctor of Law): Purple
Doctor of Medicine: Green
Doctor of Musical Arts: Pink
Doctor of Nursing Practice: Apricot
Doctor of Occupational Therapy: Green
Doctor of Pharmacy: Olive
Doctor of Philosophy: Blue
Doctor of Physical Therapy: Green
Doctor of Veterinary Medicine: Gray
Master of Accountancy: Sapphire
Master of Arts: White
Master of Business Administration: Sapphire
Master of Engineering: Orange
Master of Fine Arts: Brown
Master of International Public Affairs: Teal
Master of Laws: Purple
Master of Laws–Legal Institutions: Purple
Master of Music: Pink
Master of Physician Assistant Studies: Green
Master of Professional French Studies: White
Master of Public Affairs: Teal
Master of Public Health: Salmon Pink
Master of Science: Yellow
Master of Science–Business: Sapphire
Master of Science–Engineering: Orange
Master of Social Work: Citron

Undergraduate Degree Tassels

College of Letters & Science
Applied Mathematics, Engineering and Physics: Yellow
Chemistry, Science: Golden Yellow
Journalism: Crimson
Landscape Architecture: Blue Purple
Music: Pink
Social Work: Citron

College of Engineering
Orange

College of Agricultural and Life Sciences
Maize

School of Education
Art, Art Education, Fine Arts, Theatre and Drama: Brown
Dance, Kinesiology, Physical Education: Sage Green
Athletic Training, Education, Rehabilitation Psychology: Light Blue

School of Business
Sapphire

School of Pharmacy
Olive

School of Nursing
Apricot

School of Human Ecology
Maroon
This list of graduate degree candidates was compiled from information available to the Office of the Registrar and to the Graduate School as of November 1, 2019, and should not be regarded as conclusive evidence of graduation or academic standing.

Doctor of Audiology

Sara Misurelli

Doctor of Juridical Science

Michele Bratcher Goodwin

Doctor of Law (Juris Doctor)

Dallas Tate Andersen
Kayla K. Brennan
Bryan A. Charbogian
Jared John Dakovich
Jedidiah Dodge
Sophia Patricia Dolan
Megan Gomez
Gordon James Kochman
Kevin G. Koelling
Andrew G. Lewis
Robert Emanuel Peugh Lundberg
Patrick F. Malloy
Ezekial Craig McDonald-Lewis
Adam J. Meyers
Abby D. Padlock
Kathryn Elizabeth Potratz
McKenna Marie Quinter
Brian J. Seidl
† Kevin M. Smith
Ryan C. Trimmer
Michael Stewart Windle
Samantha M. Zlevor

Doctor of Audiology

Shun-jung Hsu
Leah Kang
Juliana Mesa-Jaramillo
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Adam Lowell Bolton  
*Plant Breeding and Plant Genetics*

Marian Lund Bolton  
*Plant Pathology*

Kathryn E. Boonstra  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Dominique Corine Bourg Hacker  
*English*

Matthew Garfield Boutilier  
*German*

Colin Boyle  
*Electrical Engineering*

John Michael Brauer  
*Economics*

Dustin Gregory Brockberg  
*Counseling Psychology*

Tom Bryan  
*Environment and Resources*

Milijana Buac  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

James Joseph Buchanan  
*Physics*

Helen Jennifer Bullard  
*Special Graduate Committee*

Kyle John Bunkers  
*Physics*

Kevin Daniel Burke  
*Environment and Resources*

Nathan W. Byer  
*Wildlife Ecology*

Antonio Alexander Byrd  
*English*

Yaidi Cancel Martinez  
*Urban and Regional Planning*

Qinjingwen Cao  
*Chemistry*

Rafael Caputo Oliveira  
*Dairy Science*

Annalisa Casciani  
*Italian*

Emily Rose Caudill  
*Chemistry*

Amber Rose Cederstrom  
*Scandinavian Studies*

Elizabeth Ceperley  
*Geoscience*

Patcha Chaikitmongkol  
*Agricultural and Applied Economics*

Yun-Wen Chan  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Kai-Wei Chang  
*Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences*

Daniel Veloso Chaves  
*Economics*

Leonard Che Fru  
*Medical Physics*

Benjamin Wei Jie Chen  
*Chemical Engineering*

Bifan Chen  
*Chemistry*

I-chen Chen  
*Kinesiology*

Ke Chen  
*Mathematics*

Shixuan Chen  
*Materials Science*

Yajin Chen  
*Materials Science and Engineering*

Adrienne An-Chuin Cheng  
*Nutritional Sciences*

Munish Chhabra  
*Biophysics*

Jill Ann Chipman  
*Chemistry*

Eunji Cho  
*Mass Communications*

Sung Ik Cho  
*Sociology*

Boeun Choi  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Susie Wooyoung Choi  
*Electrical Engineering*

Yeseul Choi  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Caitlin Frances Cieslik-Miskimen  
*Mass Communications*

Gonzalo Andres Contador  
*Statistics*

Kevin Michael Crombie  
*Kinesiology*

Andrea Cudworth  
*Linguistics*

Yunxiang Dai  
*Biophysics*

Lianna C. Dang  
*Chemistry*

Chelsea Ann D’Angelo  
*Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics*

Julia Louise Dauer  
*English*

Andrew Dylan Davey  
*Geography*

Kenna Rae Degmer  
*Endocrinology - Reproductive Physiology*

Adam Charles Denny  
*Geoscience*

Matthew Ryan Dent  
*Chemistry*

Vimal Kirti Desai  
*Medical Physics*

Atul Deshpande  
*Electrical Engineering*

Desiree Alferez Desierto  
*Political Science*

Drew Thomas Doering  
*Cellular and Molecular Biology*

Mary Clare Dolinar  
*Classical and Ancient Near Eastern Studies*

Larisa Doroshenko  
*Communication Arts*

Yonah Drazen  
*Social Welfare*

Katarzyna Maria Dubiel  
*Biochemistry*

Nathaniel M. Eagan  
*Chemical Engineering*

Kurt William Ehler  
*Mathematics*

Eva Elduque  
*Mathematics*

Jens Engelmann  
*Agricultural and Applied Economics*

Jeanne Madeleine Essame  
*History*

Moira Marie Esson  
*Chemistry*

Jennifer Estes  
*Anthropology*

Edward Evans  
*Cancer Biology*

Anna Luiza Facchetti Vinhaes  
*Assumpcao Comparative Biomedical Sciences*

Juliana Massiel Falero Perez  
*Molecular & Environmental Toxicology*

Di Fang  
*Mathematics*

Sophia Maxine Abrams Farmer  
*Art History*

Sara Farsiu  
*Second Language Acquisition*

Aurelia Faure  
*Physiology*

Maggie Shuo Feng  
*English*

Yu Feng  
*Pharmaceutical Sciences*

Arthur Fernandes  
*Animal Sciences*

Carolina Ferreira  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Vinicios Ferreira-De-Freitas  
*Entomology*

Elisa Findlay  
*English*

Jacob Daniel Fitzpatrick  
*Music*

Matthew August Fledderjohann  
*English*

Andrew Joseph Fleszar  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Dieyckson Osvaldi Freire  
*Food Science*
Ohyun Kwon
Economics
Alex Joseph La Reau
Microbiology
Alexandra Marieta Lai
Environmental Chemistry and Technology
Gloria Larson
Microbiology
David Lassen
Political Science
Caroline Ferris Leader
Communication Arts
Ching-Pei Lee
Computer Sciences
Dongho Lee
Chemistry
Hanseul Stephanie Lee
Library and Information Studies
Ho Jae Lee
Chemical Engineering
Hyo Kyung Lee
Industrial Engineering
Jeong-Hee Lee
Cellular and Molecular Biology
Seungyeol Lee
Geoscience
Shang Chuan Lee
Mechanical Engineering
Sun Young Lee
Curriculum and Instruction
Woong Kul Lee
Electrical Engineering
Jamila L. Lee-Johnson
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis
Brian Thomas Leitzke
Psychology
Benjamin Kurt Lemberger
Physics
Amanda McMillan Lequieu
Sociology
Madeline Reid L’Esperance
Human Ecology
Bao Li
Chemistry
Han Li
Computer Sciences
Mao Li
Mathematics
Na Li
Food Science
Wanlin Li
Mathematics
Xin Li
Linguistics
Yanding Li
Biological Systems Engineering
Carolyn Anne Liesen
Human Ecology
Ying-Chun Lin
Social Welfare
Yun Ling
Economics
Vanessa Linke
Chemistry
Huanan Liu
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
Jiawei Liu
Mass Communications
Lu Liu
Chinese
Lu Liu
Chemistry
Peng Liu
Computer Sciences
Yang Liu
Chemistry
Yifei Liu
Statistics
Yuan Liu
Mathematics
Megan Kristine Livingston
Chemistry
Sida Lu
Physics
Kristofer Ross Luethcke
Comparative Biomedical Sciences
Karina Marie Lugo Cintron
Biomedical Engineering
David Lung
Cancer Biology
Andrea Beatrice Lupas
Educational Psychology
John Curtis Lynch
Mathematics
Julian Anthony Lynch
Anthropology
Shelby Malone Lyon
Cellular and Molecular Biology
Lana Adil Mahgoub
Educational Psychology
Anwesha Maity
Comparative Literature and Folklore Studies
Upenyu Silas Majee
Development
Sathiya Kumaran Mani
Computer Sciences
Khailee Samantha Lam Marischuk
Genetics
Carlos Marti-Figueroa
Biomedical Engineering
Jack Anthony Martin
Materials Science
Jared Dustin Martin
Psychology
Charles Kevin Matrosic
Medical Physics
Samantha Mattocco
Italian
Terra Jillian Mauer
Microbiology
Megan McCaghey
Plant Pathology
Seth McElhinney
Electrical Engineering
Megan Anna McGlone
Interdisciplinary Theatre Studies
Dennis Bernard McWeeny
Economics
Rafael Medero
Mechanical Engineering
Mark Mederson
Mass Communications
Hugo Cesar Medina-Muñoz
Biochemistry
Richard Michael Merkhofer
Cellular and Molecular Biology
Jeanette Marie Metzger
Cellular and Molecular Pathology
Elizabeth Lianne Miller
Molecular & Environmental Toxicology
Seun Guy Min
Electrical Engineering
Isidora Kabigting Miranda
Music
Michael A. Mishkin
Electrical Engineering
Vidisha Mohad
Communication Sciences and Disorders
Elham Mohammad
Electrical Engineering
Yoursa Ali Mohamoud
Epidemiology
Rosaleena Mohanty
Electrical Engineering
Maayan Mor
Political Science
Fernando Moreira
Comparative Biomedical Sciences
Ryann Alexandria Morrison
Educational Psychology
Susanne Mueller-Redwood
Political Science
Anna Laura Muenchrath
English
Ashley Marie Mulchrone
Biomedical Engineering
Allison Jean Murrow
Curriculum and Instruction
Mainak Mustafi
Chemistry
Cissy Ondoma Nakyajja
Nursing
Brett Nicholas Napiwocki
Biomedical Engineering
Geetika Nehra
Pharmaceutical Sciences
Lindsey Leigh Smith  
French

Thomas Brian Sobyra  
Chemistry

Adalbert Gerald Soosai Raj  
Special Graduate Committee

Christopher Michael Spahr  
Urban and Regional Planning

Sallie Anna Steiner  
Comparative Literature and Folklore Studies

Sarah Anne Stolte  
Art History

Yibin Su  
Economics

Guru Subramani  
Mechanical Engineering

Sankararam Kausik Subramanian  
Computer Sciences

Rebecca Summer  
Geography

Chang-Yu Sun  
Materials Science and Engineering

Ning Sun  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Meenakshi Syamkumar  
Computer Sciences

Sean Tacey  
Chemical Engineering

Brandon James Taitt  
Chemistry

Yixuan Tan  
Electrical Engineering

Chaiyapat Tangpatjaroen  
Materials Science

Matthew Alexander Taylor  
Materials Science

Michael James Taylor  
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics

Rachel Margaret Taylor  
Nutritional Sciences

Brandur Thorgrimsson  
Physics

Glen K. Thurston  
Chemistry

Min Tian  
Business

Tyler James Titcomb  
Nutritional Sciences

Rachel Helen Toczydlowski  
Botany

Jacob Jerome Tokar  
Biomedical Engineering

Eli Christian Towle  
Industrial Engineering

Emanuel Ubert  
Sociology

Md Elias Uddin  
Dairy Science

Christopher Ian Van Damme  
Engineering Mechanics

Kari Lucille Van Grinsven  
Electrical Engineering

Joseph Kurt Vasquez  
Chemistry

Jessica Vasquez  
Endocrinology - Reproductive Physiology

Juan Venegas  
Chemical Engineering

Vladimir Vinnik  
Microbiology

Natalie N. Visariello  
Medical Physics

Andrew Voter  
Biochemistry

Carolyn Breden Voter  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Theodore William Walker  
Chemical Engineering

Jun Wan  
Physiology

Chao Wang  
Industrial Engineering

Xuan Wang  
Electrical Engineering

Yuyuan Wang  
Materials Science

Wei Wei  
Materials Science and Engineering

Taylor James Weichman  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Candace Weidensee  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Kathleen Weisse  
English

Kristina Weld  
Dairy Science

Angela Monique Wellman  
Curriculum and Instruction

Kate Wersan  
History

Garth Gregory Whelan  
Physics

Mike White  
Plant Breeding and Plant Genetics

Zachary Russel Williams  
Physics

Sarah Katherine Wilson  
Cellular and Molecular Biology

Victoria Robin Winters  
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics

Charles Scott Wiza  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Matthew Aaron Worth  
Chemistry

Huali Wu  
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics

Jia Rung Wu  
Rehabilitation Counselor Education

Sally Wu  
Educational Psychology

Kenny Wunder  
Business

Zhenyang Xia  
Electrical Engineering

Xiaochen Xian  
Industrial Engineering

Yang Xu  
Mechanical Engineering

Yuqing Xu  
Statistics

Yinyin Xue  
Chinese

Gang Yan  
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Jiaxuan Yan  
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Ka Yang  
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Yuan-Chi Yang  
Physics

Zhuojun Yao  
Educational Psychology

Ting Ye  
Statistics

Yanyao Yi  
Statistics

Galip Yilmaz  
Mechanical Engineering

Melanie Yoeurp  
German

Jiah Yoo  
Psychology

Jennifer Leigh Yost  
Soil Science

Deyang Yu  
Molecular & Environmental Toxicology

Zhiyuan Yu  
Nursing

Paweł Waldemar Zbyszynski  
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Shuwei Zeng  
Agricultural and Applied Economics

Boyu Zhang  
Electrical Engineering

Xiao Zhang  
Chemical Engineering

Yakun Zhang  
Soil Science

Gengyan Zhao  
Medical Physics
Shanke Zhao  
*Economics*

Ye Zheng  
*Statistics*

Xiaofang Zhong  
*Pharmaceutical Sciences*

Ming Zhou  
*Electrical Engineering*

Ante Zhu  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Fen Zhu  
*Cellular and Molecular Pathology*

Moheb Zidan  
*Economics*

Angela J. Zito  
*English*

### Master of Fine Arts

John Park Drescher  
*Theatre and Drama*

Dakota Mace  
*Human Ecology*

### Master of Laws–Legal Institutions

Wanling Huang  

Maryam Ammar Ismail  

Onjira Kiatchalermkhun  

Supawit Kitisook  

Natcharee Phrudprisan  

Nithiya Phumejitpakdee  

Qianyan Sun  

Zeyuan Wang  

### Master of Public Health

Sarah Clifford  

Alexa Deboth  

Austin Alex Gerdes  

Omar Grantley Jarrett  

Rebecca Jordan Nye  

Naiya Patel  

Allison Kay Rodriguez  

Lillian Riehl Schultze  

### Master’s Degrees

Izzudin Abdullahi  
*Engineering*

Angela Marie Ablaberdieva  
*Chemistry*

Leanne Abraham  
*Cartography and Geographic Information Systems*

Lareina Nicole Adams  
*Library and Information Studies*

Ankur Aggarwal  
*Manufacturing Systems Engineering*

Sabina Sara Ahmed  
*Environmental Conservation*

So Yun Ahn  
*Journalism and Mass Communication*

Kayla Rose Ahonen  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Esra Ak  
*Geological Engineering*

Kartik Anand  
*Computer Sciences*

Scott Allen Anderson  
*Kinesiology*

Christopher Andrade  
*Japanese*

Garrett A. Anstreicher  
*Economics*

Sai Samanth Anuma Reddy  
*Civil and Environmental Engineering*

Natalie Arriaga  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Jessica Ault  
*Engineering*

Andrew Raymond Awve  
*Agricultural and Applied Economics*

Caitlin Ann Baker  
*Engineering*

Stephen Ball  
*Geoscience*

Keely M. Bannon  
*Library and Information Studies*

Joel Michael Barker  
*Environmental Conservation*

Jorge Armando Barrientos Blanco  
*Dairy Science*

Alissa Anne Bartholomew  
*Occupational Therapy*

Susan Marie Bartlett  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Hanna Jean Barton  
*Industrial Engineering*

Varun Batra  
*Computer Sciences*

Kimberly A. Bauer  
*Anthropology*

Albert Gonzalo T. Bautista  
*Cartography and Geographic Information Systems*

Stephanie Jordan Becker  
*Social Work*

Ryan Behm  
*Industrial Engineering*

Kate Claire Bergum  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Justin Richard Berrens  
*Civil and Environmental Engineering*

Daniel Christopher Besinaiz  
*Urban and Regional Planning*

Devon Mandrell Betts  
*Afro-American Studies*

Sankarshan Umesh Bhat  
*Computer Sciences*

Tresa S. Binek  
*Pharmacy*

Julia Vivian Birch  
*Library and Information Studies*

Amanda Bird  
*Occupational Therapy*

Samuel Ransom Blackburn  
*Freshwater and Marine Science*

Lindsey Margaret Bliefernicht  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Courtney Kay Blomme  
*Population Health*

Samuel Edward Blue  
*Special Education*

Blake S. Bogenhagen  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Alex Andrew Bouvy  
*Electrical Engineering*

Ryan Patrick Bower  
*Life Sciences Communication*

Nicholas Lyle Brandt  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Brian Brannon  
*Classical and Ancient Near Eastern Studies*

Jia-Lin Allen Braswell  
*Cartography and Geographic Information Systems*

John Ryan Breeding  
*Electrical Engineering*

Sarah Elizabeth Brennan  
*Engineering*

Stephanie Alysee Briand  
*Environmental Conservation*

Kaitlyn Margaret Bringe  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Lexa Erin Brossart  
*Materials Science and Engineering*

Carolyn Anne Bruce  
*Library and Information Studies*

Hillary Rose Brummond  
*Engineering*

Lucas Frank Budzien  
*Engineering*

Philip Dane Bunn  
*Political Science*
Jeffrey Daniel Burge  
Computer Sciences

Mary Elizabeth Burger  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Jennifer Therese Burke  
Food Science

Joseph A. Burke  
Industrial Engineering

Laura Michelle Bybee  
Soil Science

Emily Elizabeth Cade  
Molecular and Cellular Pharmacology

Daniel Campuzano  
Electrical Engineering

Jaime Cano Lopez  
Agricultural and Applied Economics

Jennifer Cao  
Computer Sciences

Monica Horan Caparosa  
Food Science

James Henry Carney  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

Alexandra Carrol Carpenter  
Library and Information Studies

Susannah Jane Carter  
Social Work

Kelly Jean Casey  
Curriculum and Instruction

Kathleen Cashin  
Curriculum and Instruction

Alexandria N. Cassell  
Environmental Conservation

Lindsay Ann Chamberlain  
Agronomy

Trevor James Chamberlain  
Genetics

Melissa Irene Schlenoff Champer  
Biomedical Engineering

Kore H. Chan  
Comparative Biomedical Sciences

Winny Chang  
Industrial Engineering

Dong Chen  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Juanjing Chen  
Economics

Yating Chen  
Economics

Yuchi Chen  
Communication Arts

Zhengyi Chen  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Leandro Ivan Chernicoff  
Educational Psychology

Eric David Chmielewski  
Pharmacy

Holly Cho  
Life Sciences Communication

In Young Cho  
Electrical Engineering

Seohyun Choi  
Environment and Resources

Lee Christensen  
Engineering

Catherine Ann Christenson  
Geoscience

Hannah Marie Christian  
Biomedical Engineering

Ying Ji Chuang  
Biomedical Data Science

Ethan Martin Clark  
Environmental Conservation

Joseph Adrian Clark  
Curriculum and Instruction

Elizabeth Leigh Cleaveland  
Environmental Conservation

Andrew Close  
Curriculum and Instruction

Shannon Mary Collier  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Michelle Cote  
Clinical Nutrition

Rachel Jane Craven  
Biomedical Engineering

Celia Marie Crifasi  
History

James Joseph Cunningham III  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

Monica Daleccio  
Occupational Therapy

Joshua Daniels  
Environmental Conservation

Dana Livonia Davidsen  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

Andrew Gene Dawkins  
Curriculum and Instruction

Mahzad Dehghany  
Chemistry

Marie Katherine Dematatis  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Sadie M. Dempsey  
Sociology

Atul Deshpande  
Electrical Engineering

Gayatri Ajit Deshpande  
Environment and Resources

Charlie Dettmering  
Curriculum and Instruction

Candace Lee Diaz  
Environmental Conservation

Ashley Lauren Dinges  
Occupational Therapy

Alden Conlan Dirks  
Agroecology

Jocelyn Jeanette Donaldson  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Bridget Schuld Doyle  
Clinical Nutrition

Hunter William Droegkamp  
Industrial Engineering

Mark G. Dufresne  
Electrical Engineering

Alexandra Dundore  
Urban and Regional Planning

Bob David Effinger  
Computer Sciences

Patrick Riley Egan  
Agricultural and Applied Economics

Louisa Ehrlich  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Brett Eldridge  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Melissa Enger  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Christopher Eom  
Chemistry

Abigail Erin Ernst  
Water Resources Management

Justin Essert  
Electrical Engineering

Nick Exley  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

Lucas Fabian  
Electrical Engineering

Zhenling Fan  
Environmental Conservation

Liancheng Fang  
Mathematics

Morgan Farmer  
Environment and Resources

Anna Fehling  
Geological Engineering

Joseph John Ferrito  
Curriculum and Instruction

Taylor Nicole Fields  
Neuroscience

James Patrick Finn IV  
Bacteriology

Nicholas Corbett Fish  
Curriculum and Instruction

Dakota Jean Flohaug  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Claire C. Flood  
Library and Information Studies

Clara Margaret Flood  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems
Quinn Huibregtse  
Bacteriology

Alaina Nicole Hulman  
Curriculum and Instruction

Daniel Rosen Hurwitz  
Occupational Therapy

Anna Kristine Husman  
Curriculum and Instruction

Olumide Olugbenga Ige  
Engineering

Stuart James Illson  
Environmental Conservation

Adam Oliver Iverson  
Curriculum and Instruction

Alicia Adelle Iverson  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

Albert M. Jacoby  
Curriculum and Instruction

Sarah Elizabeth Jacquot  
Occupational Therapy

Arpit Jain  
Computer Sciences

Sajal Jain  
Computer Sciences

Elizabeth Abigail Janeczko  
Public Affairs

Julia Han Janicki  
Environmental Conservation

Rafiq Jaroor  
Business: Accounting

Mu-Lan Jen  
Medical Physics

Allison Mae Jensen  
Geography

Dexter Edward Jenson  
Electrical Engineering

Chen Jin  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Ye Jin  
French Studies

Greg Johnson  
Materials Science and Engineering

Rachel Elizabeth Johnson  
Water Resources Management

Arun Jose  
Computer Sciences

Peter Jurich  
Life Sciences Communication

Heather Kaarakka  
Wildlife Ecology

Pankaj Kabra  
Electrical Engineering

Robert Charles Kacir  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

Jill Elise Kamb  
Library and Information Studies

Jiwon Kang  
Journalism and Mass Communication

Caleb Karls  
Animal Sciences

Elgin Marie Karls  
Latin American, Caribbean and Iberian Studies

Megan Nicole Kasper  
Social Work

Richelle Kasten  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Kenneth Joel Katz  
Mechanical Engineering

Rachel Patricia Keller  
Clinical Nutrition

Bridget Mary Kelly  
Environmental Conservation

Paul Joseph Kelly  
Philosophy

Brad Joseph Kennicott  
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Brian Ketchem  
_Cartography and Geographic Information Systems_

Subash Chander Kethavath  
_Animal Sciences_

Prakriti Khanal  
_Civil and Environmental Engineering_

Brandon Michael Killby  
_Japanese_

June Kim  
_Electrical Engineering_

Kyunam Kim  
_Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics_

Mingi Kim  
_Computer Sciences_

Emily King  
_Medical Physics_

Ethan Gerald King  
_Bacteriology_

Michelle Lynne King  
_Materials Science and Engineering_

Jamie Klett  
_Materials Science and Engineering_

Lianne Komen  
_Materials Science and Engineering_

Maksat Koshkarbayev  
_Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis_

Jennifer Michelle Kosinski  
_Environmental Conservation_

Mykola Kravchenko  
_Engineering_

Stephanie Elaine Krenz  
_Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis_

John Steven Kurtz  
_Engineering_

Timothy David Lamendola  
_Curriculum and Instruction_

Ryan Paul Lanclos  
_Cartography and Geographic Information Systems_

John Lane  
_Curriculum and Instruction_

Nicholas Laureano  
_Communication Arts_

Lawrence Michael Lechuga  
_Medical Physics_

Myeongok Lee  
_Japanese_

Aude Sandra Lefranc  
_Biomedical Engineering_

Riley McCabe Lenoch  
_Curriculum and Instruction_

Abby Marie Lewandowski  
_Curriculum and Instruction_

Jian Li  
_Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics_

Mengtong Li  
_Library and Information Studies_

Shitao Li  
_Computer Sciences_

Yu Li  
_Water Resources Management_

Zhuoting Li  
_Mechanical Engineering_

Han Liao  
_Statistics_

Xining Liao  
_Journalism and Mass Communication_

Julia Lindberg  
_Electrical Engineering_

Loren Judith Lock  
_Population Health_

Isaac Loegering  
_Biomedical Engineering_

Luther Steven Loehrke  
_Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics_

Jose Adolfo Lopez Reyes Sr.  
_Electrical Engineering_

Yanzhang Lou  
_Mechanical Engineering_

Xici Luan  
_Statistics_

Carly Renee Lucas  
_History_

Robert Emanuel Peugh Lundberg  
_Environment and Resources_

Kari K. Lundquist  
_Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis_

Camilo Machuca  
_Astronomy_

Malu Machuca Rose  
_Gender and Women’s Studies_

Tatiana Midori Maeda  
_Environmental Conservation_

Wai Yee Mah  
_Clinical Nutrition_

Marlana Rachelle Margaria  
_History_

Joseph Bruce Marks  
_Cartography and Geographic Information Systems_

Brett Marohl  
_Agricultural and Applied Economics_

Zachary Marohl  
_Agricultural and Applied Economics_

Julie Rose Martin  
_Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis_

Spencer Adam Martin  
_Agricultural and Applied Economics_

Philip Jeffrey Martinkus  
_Computer Sciences_

Rachel Rose Maslakow  
_Library and Information Studies_

Michael Anthony Mason Jr.  
_Mechanical Engineering_

Jaime Mathew  
_Civil and Environmental Engineering_

Shawn Tyler Matson  
_Curriculum and Instruction_

Cayla Matte  
_Environmental Conservation_

Ezra Ryan Mauk  
_Counseling_

Mariel McKenzie McAleer  
_Curriculum and Instruction_

Colleen Elizabeth McGeehan  
_Curriculum and Instruction_

Alex McKenna  
_Agricultural and Applied Economics_

Levon George McQuown  
_Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics_

Samuel Liddell McThenia  
_Curriculum and Instruction_

Grant Meadows  
_Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics_

Chaoqun Mei  
_Industrial Engineering_

Samuel Isaac Meisterman  
_Agricultural and Applied Economics_

Jiekun Meng  
_Mechanical Engineering_

Tyler Meulemans  
_Agricultural and Applied Economics_

Brett MacGregor Mignin  
_Scandinavian Studies_

Nichole Lianne Miller  
_Civil and Environmental Engineering_

Swati Mishra  
_Computer Sciences_

Nolan Scott Monhollen  
_Biological Systems Engineering_

Hannah L. Monroe  
_Life Sciences Communication_

Girelle Montagner Martinez  
_Curriculum and Instruction_

Dorn Mitchel Moore  
_Cartography and Geographic Information Systems_

Ella Michelle Morris  
_Engineering_

Emily Moss  
_Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis_

Luke Mottley  
_Engineering_

Eduardo Moura Cirilo Rocha  
_Biological Systems Engineering_

Jessica Lynn Muesbeck  
_Occupational Therapy_
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David Murgado  
Engineering Mechanics

Yan Nan  
Computer Sciences

Lekshmanan Natarajan  
Manufacturing Systems Engineering

Shi Nicole Neesam  
Curriculum and Instruction

Alec Nelson  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Tiffany Sara Neman  
Sociology

Charles Conrad Nettesheim  
Environmental Conservation

Lillian Coyote Newell  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

John Patrick Newlon  
Occupational Therapy

Derick Ngo Nkongho Focho  
Human Ecology

Brittany Hoang-Ai Nguyen  
Occupational Therapy

Michael Nueninghoff  
Curriculum and Instruction

Amy Christine Odwarka  
Library and Information Studies

Bukola Ogunsola  
Engineering

Richard Steven Ohrt  
Engineering

Ashley Marie Olah  
Wildlife Ecology

Emily Rose Olszewski  
Curriculum and Instruction

Joshua Elliott Oppor  
Astronomy

Christopher Justin Orr  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Kari Oscar  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Anna Rose O’Shea  
Curriculum and Instruction

Abeer Abdel Gadir Mahdi Osman  
Bacteriology

Ritika Ramesh Oswal  
Electrical Engineering

Sarah Ann Ouzounian  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Celia Ann Paczwa  
Curriculum and Instruction

Vaibhav Hemant Padhia  
Manufacturing Systems Engineering

Patrick Jan B. Palanca  
Electrical Engineering

Catherine Palm  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

Paula Karina Palma Molina  
Environmental Conservation

Erin Bridges Pankow  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Johnathon Michael Pantzlafl  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

Rahul Parhi  
Electrical Engineering

Gina Rosaria Parisi  
Special Education

Ethan Parrish  
Geoscience

Jason J. Pasch  
Special Education

Valentin Pauly  
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics

Elizabeth Lindsay Peckham  
Agricultural and Applied Economics

Bo Peng  
Electrical Engineering

Kairlyn Pennoyer  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Maia Persche  
Wildlife Ecology

Kirstin Amber Peters  
Occupational Therapy

Alyssa Katherine Phelps  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Coda M. Phillips  
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences

Emma Jane Piechura  
Curriculum and Instruction

Hannah Elizabeth Pilch  
Comparative Biomedical Sciences

Marisa Beth Piper  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Tristan A. Plaut  
Engineering

Megan Elizabeth Pohl  
Curriculum and Instruction

Julia Elizabeth Poje  
Wildlife Ecology

Jenny Goldstein Prahl  
Environment and Resources

Morgan Alexandria Price  
Industrial Engineering

Kyra Beth Pugh  
Clinical Nutrition

Jennifer Mae Putney  
Human Ecology

Zetong Qi  
Electrical Engineering

Haichen Qin  
Economics

Tianjiao Qu  
Biological Systems Engineering

Ali Rafi  
Engineering

Furqan A. Rajput  
Clinical Investigation

Ushmal Ramesh  
Computer Sciences

Hannah Renee Rasker  
Environmental Conservation

Amy Claire Raum  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

Benjamin Raymond Razidlo  
Engineering

Jordan David Rein  
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics

Daniil Repchenko  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

Kristofer Shurson Rhude  
Curriculum and Instruction

Brittney Marie Riebel  
Food Science

Michael Angelo Riga  
Plant Pathology

John Riley  
Biomedical Engineering

Clara Risk  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

Grant Steven Roberts  
Medical Physics

Nathalia J. Roberts  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

Ariel Benjamin Rock  
Physics

Carly Diane Rodgers  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

John Rodstrom  
Freshwater and Marine Science

Megan Olivia Roessler  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

Holly Christine Romaniak  
Occupational Therapy

Harrison Jonah Rosenberg  
Electrical Engineering

Rebecca Rosenstiel  
Library and Information Studies

Tylor James Rosera  
Environmental Chemistry and Technology
McKenzie Rae Rowley  
Occupational Therapy

Amelia Rufer  
Journalism and Mass Communication

Justine P. Ruhlin  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Agostino Russo  
Electrical Engineering

Diane Jean Sackmann  
Engineering

Kendra Diane Sadler  
Environmental Conservation

Miranda Paulina Salguero Mendoza  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Gwen Nicole Saliaras  
Water Resources Management

Sangeetha Sampath Kumar  
Computer Sciences

Benjamin James Sanchez-Sedillo  
Molecular & Environmental Toxicology

Kimberly Ann Santiago  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Shruti Badal Sarode  
Environmental Conservation

Lily Rebecca Schacht  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Laura Anna Schachter  
Geoscience

Jacob B. Scharfetter  
Horticulture

Kelsey Elizabeth Schenck  
Educational Psychology

Jacob Schleusner  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

George Albert Schmidt II  
Mechanical Engineering

Jessica Louise Schmidt  
Journalism and Mass Communication

Dylan Gerald Schmitz  
Mechanical Engineering

Daniel C. Schreier  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Sarah Marie Schuit  
Public Affairs

August Raleigh Schultz  
Environmental Conservation

Lillian Riehl Schultze  
Public Affairs

Adam Christopher Schwartz  
Electrical Engineering

Anne Harriet Schwarzwaler  
Biochemistry

Delia Jane Scoville  
Biochemistry

Sabrina Michelle Scull  
Environmental Conservation

Kylee M. Secrist  
Clinical Nutrition

Claire Rose Seely  
Dairy Science

Katherine Sencion  
Pharmacy

Lauren Lynne Shafer  
Music: Performance

Soham Akshay Shah  
Agricultural and Applied Economics

Yuanliang Shan  
Journalism and Mass Communication

Articus John Sharp  
Electrical Engineering

Julia Shates  
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences

Joseph Sheehy  
Curriculum and Instruction

Junjie Shen  
Mechanical Engineering

Carl Joseph Shenk  
Mechanical Engineering

Jenna Phyllis Sherman  
Occupational Therapy

Dritthi Dinesh Shetty  
Mechanical Engineering

Demitri Jade Shotwell  
Mechanical Engineering

Audrey Marie Paule Simard  
Entomology

Laura M. Simpson  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

David Willson Singer  
Public Affairs

William Robert Sixel  
Mechanical Engineering

Karen Anne Skorecz  
Human Ecology

Scott Richard Slade  
Engineering

Courtney Rose Smith  
Occupational Therapy

Olympia Danyel Smith  
Social Work

Sherry Jean Smith  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Amanda Soderlund  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Tara Solgi  
Bacteriology

Mi Kyung Song  
Industrial Engineering

Ruolin Song  
Comparative Biomedical Sciences

Mitali Soni  
Electrical Engineering

Nishigandha Dilip Sontakke  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

Jenn Soriano  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Hannah Mary Spatafore  
Curriculum and Instruction

Lianna Jane Spencer  
Environmental Conservation

Kristine Nicole Springer  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Srujana  
Computer Sciences

Trista Jean Stankowski-Drengler  
Clinical Investigation

Gabriel Joseph Stauffacher  
Curriculum and Instruction

Elizabeth Jane Steans  
Library and Information Studies

Haley Ann Steffanus  
Occupational Therapy

Olivia Joy Steinmetz  
Plant Breeding and Plant Genetics

Nicholas Walter Stender  
Curriculum and Instruction

Katherine Steward  
Agricultural and Applied Economics

Mary Bianca Hawgood Stoller  
Chemistry

Annie Rae Stone  
Kinesiology

John Royal Stromme  
Economics

Edwin A. Suarez-Zayas  
Neuroscience

Priyanka Clarice Subramanian  
Curriculum and Instruction

Shadana Subramanian  
Computer Sciences

Ruize Sun  
Mechanical Engineering

Aakash Varsha Swaminathan  
Food Science

Whitney Elizabeth Swance  
French

John David Talio  
Curriculum and Instruction

Yueyi Tang  
Economics

William Justin Taylor  
Computer Sciences

Molly Teague  
Geography

Anna Olivia Teeter  
Soil Science

Bi Qing Teng  
Statistics
Velemir Terzic  
Electrical Engineering

Lauren Katherine Thomas  
Geological Engineering

Récordo De-Stone Thomas  
Engineering

Tatianna Amarissa Thurik  
French Studies

Qiao Tian  
Environmental Conservation

Zichuan Tian  
Chemistry  
Computer Sciences

Christian Tigges  
Electrical Engineering

Rajaa Toomeh  
Clinical Nutrition

Alyssa P. Topolsky  
Curriculum and Instruction

John McManus Truskowski  
Computer Sciences

Nicole Thuzar Tu-Maung  
Environment and Resources

Sara Paige Tupper  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Matthew A. Turczi  
Engineering

Hilary Urena Saborio  
Biological Systems Engineering

Emily Nicole Utic  
Occupational Therapy

Ayae Uwabo  
Japanese

Nolan Clay Van Rossum  
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics

Kara Aline Vande Walle  
Population Health

Teal Marie VanLanen  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Ernesto Vargas Aguilar  
Computer Sciences

Raghavan Vellore Muneeswaran  
Computer Sciences

Arvind Venkata Krishnan  
Mechanical Engineering

Anshu Verma  
Computer Sciences

Donald Lee Vineyard  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Elizabeth Teresa Vittori  
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Peter Voytovich  
Agricultural and Applied Economics

Matthew A. Walczak  
Occupational Therapy

Dmitry Walker  
Pharmacy

Daniel Wallace  
Engineering

Nathan Mack Waller  
Mechanical Engineering

Willow Wallis  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Kaiji Wang  
Economics

Lisa Fu Wang  
Business: Accounting

Xiaohan Wang  
Statistics

Xiaozhe Wang  
Economics

Yi Wang  
Biological Systems Engineering  
Water Resources Management

Phoebe Josephine Ward  
Environmental Conservation

Daniel Edward Wargolet III  
Latin American, Caribbean and Iberian Studies

Kevin Weiss  
Engineering

Andrea Lee Weissgerber  
Landscape Architecture

Alexander James Edward Wendricks  
Agricultural and Applied Economics

James Geoffrey Whalin  
Animal Sciences

Hannah M. White  
Life Sciences Communication

Brenna Ford Wiesner  
Life Sciences Communication

Hailey Michelle Williams  
Clinical Nutrition

Jennera Nicole Winesett  
Curriculum and Instruction

Carla Winsor  
Biomedical Engineering  
Mechanical Engineering

Kathryn Elizabeth Wisniewski  
Journalism and Mass Communication

Catherine Anne Witherspoon  
Astronomy

Benjamin Hirsch Witkovsky  
Sociology

Morgan Claire Witte  
Library and Information Studies

Jonathan William Wolfrath  
Urban and Regional Planning

Lisa Mulcahy Wood  
Library and Information Studies

Meliliu Wu  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

Pan Wu  
Computer Sciences

Shannon McNally Wuensch  
Human Ecology

Benjamin Wynn  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Shining Xu  
Materials Science and Engineering

Abhimanyu Yadav  
Manufacturing Systems Engineering

Natalie Cecelia Yahr  
Journalism and Mass Communication

Timothy Howard Yandow  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Shuo Yang  
Electrical Engineering

Mohan Sailesh Krishna Yarlagadda  
Industrial Engineering

Benjamin Robert Yaucher  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Dongqiangzi Ye  
Computer Sciences

Ian Young  
Mechanical Engineering

Bassim Rachid Younis  
Mechanical Engineering

Muheng Yu  
Journalism and Mass Communication

David Joseph Zamkov  
Curriculum and Instruction

Matthew Zeimer  
Industrial Engineering

Heather M. Zelzer  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Baoyue Zhang  
Economics

Haoran Zhang  
Materials Science and Engineering

Jinzi Zhang  
Computer Sciences

Qian Zhang  
Computer Sciences

Xiaodan Zhang  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Jiaying Zhao  
Economics

Yuelian Zhu  
Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics

Joseph Vincent Zielinski  
Mechanical Engineering

Joseph Zimbrick  
Agronomy
This list of undergraduate degree candidates was compiled from information available to the Office of the Registrar as of November 1, 2019, and should not be regarded as conclusive evidence of graduation or academic standing.

Selection as an honors candidate indicates participation in the honors program in the student’s school or college and does not necessarily indicate fulfillment of the requirements for a degree with honors.

A student selected for distinctive scholastic achievement has completed a minimum of 60 credits at UW–Madison and has a cumulative grade-point average placing them within the top 20% of graduating students in the school or college.
Andy Feng Moy
Alex Mueller
Cordell Michael Murphy
Surekha Nadendla
Hannah Nelson
Alexis Leigh Oliver
Curtis Richard O’Neill
Ethan Hunter O’Neill
Colin John Parker
Hannah Grace Parsons
Alexander David Passow
Kishan Kiran Patel
Krishna Vinayak Patel
† Brayden Matthew Paur
Dylan J. Peckham
Morgan Elise Pettit
‡ Camille Larissa Phillips
Rizza Pineda
Colleen Catherine Fletcher
Jessica Leigh Pokrandt
Karina Portfiro
Zachary Michael Powers
Nicole Pralle
‡ Luke Edward Profo
‡ Jessica Lynn Prom
‡ Daniel Allen Puser
Tyler Matthew Rateike
Emily Ruth Ratmer
Nathan Kade Reichardt
Jessica Reiners
Luke Thomas Rowh
‡ Natalie Rucks
Zoey Rose Rugel
Carter Alexander Rushlow
Haleigh Salemi
Hamzeh Hassan Salti
Lily Samuels
Matthew Sanchez
‡ Abigail Rosemarie Sann
Maxwell John Schuff
Jessica Lynne Schnacky
Nicole Elizabeth Schoenberger
Jacob Schumacher
Taylor Lee Schutz
Julien Scribner
Kyle Geoffrey Scrivens
Agastya Sharma
Megan Ann Shaughnessy
Timothy Patrick Sheehy
Grace Skarlpua
Alex Smith
Brendan James Smith
Richard Franklin Smith

Samuel Wayne Somerville
Thor Spilde
‡ Alexios Staikos
Nicole Emma Steffes
‡ Hayley Rose Stoneman
Ella Terese Strei
Mitchell Donald Strom
Eka Sutandar
‡ Michaela Christine Tatdeini
‡ Rebecca Rose Timko
Zachary Tracy
Megan Leigh Ullery
Paige Alexandra Van Wart
Maria Jo Vandenlangenberg
Maikayeng Vang-Smith
Mitchell VanHeresynen
‡ Austin Michael Veire
‡ Jacob Lee Veire
‡ Kaitlin Sue Verkuilen
‡ Katerina Nadine Vetter
Johanna Mae Virta
Jamp Vongkusolkit
Sasha Elaine Walkowski
Mohd Amir Syazwan Bin Wan Ab
Malik
Tanner Curtis Wears
Courtney Marie Weber
Rachel Leigh Weidner
Trenton James Weiss
‡ Jake P. Wenzlaff
‡ Dan Western
Eric Edward Western
James Paul White
Cayden Donald Wiese
Levi Hunter Wilcox
‡ Linzie Ann Wildenaer
Elizabeth Susan Williams
Tyler Joseph Wimmer
Hannah Winegarden
Kyle Edward Winkler
Collin Wittkowske
Elizabeth Grace Wolfe
Samantha Rose Wynn
Jiahan Xiong
Jim Yang
Kayla Ylagan
Eojin Yoo
‡ Amy Zellman
Nat Zeng
Gilad Matan Zvi

College of Engineering

Ainaa Najihah Abdul Rahim
Naif Abdulmohsen H. Abulleef
George Akpan
Majed Hussein M. Alawami
Ghalib Alhanaee
Faisal Mohammed Aljamaan
Ahmed Aljneibi
Majid Mohammad S. Alotaibi
Hassan Sadiq Y. Alramadhan
Maryam Alsereidi
Jordan Dennis Altekruise
Mensah Joseph Amuzu
Kuhan Anandan
Britta May Anderson
‡ William Lawrence Anderson
Thomas Richard Arneson
‡ Matthew Anthony Bachmeier
Mohammed Bahabri
Jesse Lee Banick
Tyler Jay Barker
Rebekah Bastaan
John Bauer
John Robert Beckman
‡ Nicholas Dwight Beckwith
Hannah Bennett
Nathaniel Richard Bennett
Kallen William Bentz
‡ Kevin Jordan Berg
Ian Berner
‡ Evan Michael Bernhagen
‡ Gabriela Betancourt
Nikita Bhatt
Marissa Bilbrey
Evan Blanchard
‡ Kari Anne Borowski
Amanda Isabelle Bostwick
Valentina Alexandra Brady
Lynn Ellen Braun
Christian James Breckner
Natalie Bro
Brent Allan Buchner
Jacob Budnik
Eric Scott Burginder
Cory James Burich
‡ Caron James Burke
Quinn Leon Burzynski
‡ Kevin Thomas Byrne
‡ William Macallan Cady
‡ Timothy John Campbell

‡ Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Brian Carroll
William Patrick Carstens
Kevin Robert Cashman
† Ryan Patrick Castle
Toni Castro
Sangmin Chae
Arjun Chaudhary
Claire Shuangwei Chen
‡ Yuhua Chen
Todd Allen Chojnowski
Abigail Lynn Clegg
Sean Jerome Cohen
John Compas
Michael Russell Cooke
William Paul Cooper
Jesus Cortez
Richard Aaron Costello
James Creaser
Zach Cresswell
Adam Benjamin Czech
Ryan Dailey
Graham Michael Dalsing
Grant Michael Darin
Ryan Peter Das

Mitchell Datka
Connor Davidson
Sean Michael Davis
Molly De Mars
Nathan Christian Derks
† Justin Alexander DeShaw
Daniel Deveney
Ryan Alexander Deyoe
Erik A. Doersching Jr.
Ian Earl Doherty
Lars Peter Doll
Mitchell David Dorn
Colin James Dowda
Bryce Ducharme
Ali Dusek
Alexander Colin Egner
Tristan Einstein
Jocelyn M. Emerson
Adam Engrbring
Spencer William Enriquez
Jack Thomas Euclide
Gehret Evans
Samuel Ewert
Kyle Matthew Faber

† Erin Annette Faubion
† Cloris Feng
Alissa Jo Fischer
Will Fox
Crysta Lynn Frank
† Sophia Pearl Frank
Thomas Clark Friesch
Michael Alan Fuchs
Cameron Gunder Fudeh
Hannah Elizabeth Fudge
Andrew Scott Gabbard
Nicholas David Galis
Matthew James Gardner
Julia Garofalo
‡ Lindsay Nicole George
Tryg Gessner
Benjamin Richard Giese
Galen Sutherland Giese
Michael Gitzlaff
‡ Jonathan Glasgow
Jared Michael Goers
Sean Michael Gohlke
Maxwell Alexander Goldberg
† Alexander Goodman

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Jared Gordon
Dalton Michael Gorman
Jack Drew Grahek
Noah Jacob Gueron
‡ Weston Gumbert
Antoni Halim Gunawan
‡ William Guns
Mohammed Hadi
‡ Isaac Hale
Jacob John Hames
‡ Lena June Hampson
Austin Blaze Hansen
Kye Hanson
‡ Lilium Haskins
Cierra Marie Haupert
Tara Lynn Hawes
Joseph Allen Hawkins
Forrest Quaid Hawkinson
Timothy Ryan Healy
Zachary Aaron Heifetz
Lauren Heinrich
Patrick Lawrence Heithoff
Ian Henscheid
Nicholas Gerard Hess
‡ Peter Charles Hesse

Hunter Higby
Jonathan Higgins
Dakota Natalya Hitchner
Noah Holland
Jacob Alan Hulten
William Binder Hurd
Chloe Noel Jacobsen
Graeme Scott Jacobson
Erik Edward James
Sanjana Reddy Janagam
Elaine Jarosz
Zachary Jens
Grace Jensen
Nathan Jensen
Broedy Carl Jepson
Zirui Jiang
Sadudee Jiranuntarat
‡ Anthony Robert Johnson
Martin Johnson
‡ Sara Anne-Marie Jonson
Samuel Thomas Joski
Cody Justman
Claire Kalb
Arya Kamrani
Matthew David Karas

Riddhi Kashyap
Samuel Kaye
Scott R. Kaye
‡ Jessica Kathleen Kelley
Emily Ann Kendall
Wilhelm Kessenich
Hyeyeong Kim
‡ Jaehyeon Kim
Kitt Patrick Kinderman
Sara Rose Kirmis
Giulia Kitayama Canhetti Mondin
Adam Christian Klager
Nate Klopotic
Benjamin Allen Klundt
‡ Emily Alice Knott
Benjamin Kohls
Kevin Krause
Lisa Anne Krzyzanowski
‡ Luke Joseph Kubiatowicz
Bailey Kuehl
‡ Christine Judith Kujawa
Kinzie Lee Kujawa
‡ Joshua Kurkiewicz
Caleb Michael Kuske
Jack Kuta

‡ Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Mitchell Joseph Laken
Jeremy Joseph Lambert
Jackson Lanigan
‡ Nicholas Frederick Lawrence
Iaong Lee
† Scott Brendan Lee
Thanchanok Vanessa Lee
Young Lee
Michelle Lei
Rachel Lenz
Brian Leung
Mengdi Li
‡ Zuoyi Li
‡ Rui Liang
Hui Lin
Milo Gyles Lingard
Acaya Link
Yi Liu
Yinghong Liu
Nicole Marie Lococo
Isaac Rocco Lodise
Daniel Lundin
Adam Lynch
Janae Lynch
Jeffrey Alan Mack
Carter William Mahnke
Angela E. Mahrt
‡ Phuc Mai
Alexander E. Manske
Andrew David Marek
Brian Mariska
Ruben Martin Jr.
Matthew Massman
Julia Marie Mauser
‡ Connor Lawrence McBride
‡ John Lewis McShane
James Menden
Jack Alexander Mettlach
Samantha Lee Meyer
Casey Miller
Daniel Edward Miller
Drew Ashton Mjaanes
‡ William Davis Moe
Keegan Moldenhauer
Sarah Mondshein
Benjamin Steven Moore
Susan Marie Moynihan
Lucia Gabriela Muyolema
Kate Mylotta
Celia Nalbach
Neehar Dinesh Namjoshi
Jacob Stephen Nellis
Christopher David Neri
Evan William Newquist
Man Hin Ng
‡ Hung Dinh Nguyen
Trisha Nigl
Jeff Norton
Camille Christel Nowicki
‡ Jacob O’Brien
Robert O’Dogherty
William R. Olson
Spencer Douglas Ortyn
Max Edward Osterbauer
‡ Devin J. Ott
Theo Michael Palkert
Roman Igorevich Palvanov
Alexander John Pape
‡ Carl Parent
Megan Alexis Parker
Kathryn Elizabeth Parks
Samuel Berndt Parmentier
Joseph Pascavis
Morgan Patterson
Dylan Hunter Paulson
Mitchell Robert Perkins-Cozatt
‡ Joshua Bond Perry
Matthew Robert Perry
Cathleen Pfeiff
Dante Pizzini
Uros Plecevic
Marcello Charles Porter-Dunning
Ryan Prestangen
‡ Emily Rae Proehl
Ruija Qu
Jordan Rose Quackenboss
Alexis Quintero
Tracy Jayne Raatz
‡ Bailey John Ramesh
‡ Lorenzo Breiter Ramirez
Samuel Miller Reding
Kristopher Kyle Reich
‡ John Reimer
Alex Reiter
Jose Alberto Renteria
‡ Noah Alexander Rhodes
Benjamin James Riebe
Douglas Lee Riedemann
Brian David Rintelman
Maximilian Ritzow
Mark Edward Robbins
Molly Samantha Rolken
Casey Edward Ruplinger
Jacob Joseph Russell
Jonathan Medard Salomon
Bradley Tyler Scharlau
Dakota Russell Schaus
‡ Eric Thomas Schirtzinger
‡ Ellie Schlaefer
Brady Errol Schmelling
‡ Elizabeth A. Schmida
Kobe Schnitz
‡ Richard John Schneider
‡ Chase Riley Schottler
Jamie Lynn Schuberth
‡ Trevor Seets
Arjun Sequeira
Vaikunth Seshadri
‡ Jon Andrew Sharp Jr.
Cassidy Shepherd
Azmul Siddique
Jacob Joseph Sigmund
‡ Trevor Simmons
Noah Bradford Smith
Paul Gordon Smith
Hannah Sarah Smoot
‡ Jimmy Soeherman
Sidney Jacob Sparks
Nicholas P. Spiroff
Jared Gary Stieve
‡ Matthew Strommen
‡ Nicoletta Jasmine Sumarta
Ellen Sun
Carter Swedal
Jerod John Szulczewski
‡ Matthew Szymski
Ji Shern Tan
Hunter Joseph Tenor
‡ Sean James Thompson
Derrick Robert Tilot
John Christian Tilstra
‡ Andrew Robert Trafton
Ryan William Tuohy
Danny Richard Van De Hey
Aaron Phillip Van Deurzen
Colton Van Dorpe
‡ Rahul Venkatesh
Nikhil Shukla Victor
Kyle Joseph Wachowski
Royce Allen Wagg
Phoebe Wagner
Chenren Wang
Jacob Cassidy Wang
‡ Nathan Ben-En Wang
Johnathan Edwyrd Weicherding
Grady P. Welsh
Grant Gregory Wesolowski
Riley Cecelia Whitehead
Carson Whyle
‡ Joshua Michael Widra
Justin Wiegel
‡ Scott Joseph Wilde
‡ Jared Alan Wilgus
Emilie Anu Wille
‡ Evan Patrick Williams
Brandon Michael Wilson
Ryan Scott Wilson
Matthew Thomas Winter
Ryan Wirtanen
Ryan James Wisth
Zachary James Wolf
Samuel Wolseth
Brian Wolski
Bret James Thomas Wolter
Andrew Wong
Doug Woodard
‡ Andrew Victor Wortmann
Brandon Robert Wright
Zijian Wu
Linda Xiao
‡ Tony Yang
Jacob Yatso
Zachary Kalman Yonish
‡ Sarah Jieun Yoon
‡ Ethan Young
Syranda Ann Yukel
Aikaterini Paraskevi Zampetaki
Zhiwen Zhang
Yingquan Zhou
Katherine Margaret Zoborowski
Sienna Antonietta Zorro

College of Letters & Science

Aziz A. Hamid
Alexandra Yael Aaron
Marya Binti Abdul Malik
Olivia Olutomi Abifarin
Michael Abrahamson
Zachary Tyler Abramovich
‡ Hima Bharathi Adusumilli
Michael Alexander Aguilar
Stephen Agyemang
Adrienne Julianna Ahlborg
Afiah Binti Ahmad Rafi
Jake Mitchell Aijala
Sophia Salima Ajanee
Samantha Rose Albrecht
Akhil Varma Alluri
‡ Isaac Solomon Alter
‡ Lauren Altman
‡ Sarah Elizabeth-Galligan Amundson
Jacob Allen Anderson
Jade Victoria Anthony
Olivia Joy Anton
Alberto Aranda
Brandon Lee Arbuckle
Nafis Faisal Khan Arrafi
Mariano Arteaga
Kim Asseily
Nithya Prasangi Atapattu
Nicolette Ryan Atkinson
Alexander Thomas Atwell
Doha Awad
Nelli Aydinyan
Rachel Ann Azuma
Audrey Altstein Bachman
Kaila Nicole Bacon
Nik Durrani Husna Binti Badrul
Hishami
Romteen Bahramirad
‡ Yuchen Bai
Marium Baig
Allison Marie Balder
Alexander Ian Balistreri
Ella Kathleen Baltus
‡ Erika Lynn Bannister
Justin Paul Bannister
Jered Christopher Bares
Meagan Michelle Barillari
Margaret Marion Barker
Noah Baron
Daniel William Barr
Miguel Angel Barraza Jr.
Anna Barry
Mary Bartelson
Garrett Thomas Bartelt
Paige Julia Bartelt
William Mitten Bartkowski
Sai Rohit Battula
Aaron Michael Bauer
‡ Ashley Mary Bax
Rooftia Beg
Katrina Marie Bell
Emily Ann Belling
‡ Daniela Beltran Hernandez
Joseph Anderson Beltz
Luke Michael Bennett
‡ Brianna Kay Benson
Alina Sara Benun
Jacob Benzaquen
Joseph Isaac Ben-Zvi
Noah James Berg
Matthew Paul Berghoff
‡ Samuel H. Berglin
Spencer Clark Bernhardt
Madison Bevan
Colin Michael Edward Bieber
Magd Eddin Bilal
‡ Grace Victoria Bingham

‡ Jessica June Bjerke
Meagan Margaret Blair
Benjamin Whalen Blanchard
Thomas LoCoco Blaubach
Taylor Renee Blazekovic
Amy Blossom
David Feldt Boatwright
Luke Michael Boge
‡ Elena Nicole Bohm
Caleb Francis Boldt
Matthew Patrick Bolger
Kate Heline Bolkin
Chandra Lynn Bookstaff
Dane Harron Borchardt
‡ Mick Timothy Borchert
Mills Bruce Botham
‡ Katherine Anne Bougie
Alex Braaten
Timothy Michael Bralick
Stephanie Brandsma
Connor Nicklaus Brandt
‡ Eva Elisabeth Branson
William Francisco Bravo
Kayla Madisen Bredberg
Hannah Marie Bremer
‡ Halle Marie Breske
Angelique Marie Breuscher
Emma Elizabeth Brickner
Parker John Brooks
Molly Constance Brown
‡ Nic Brown
Daniel Scott Brozynski
Erik Brua
‡ Julia Rose Brunson
Cullen Robert Bryla
Michael James Buchman
Quinn Ezekiel Buczak
Allissa Marie Budiac
‡ Marshall Harris Budin
Amy Lynn Bunnell
Jackson Burgess
Alanna Burkart
Regina Lindy Bushman
Michael John Butler Jr.
Marcelo Chaves Buxton
Namuuon Byambadorj
‡ Emily Prudence Byers Olson
‡ Hanyu Cai
Li Cai
Elena Corinne Cain
Emma Callan
Sophia Cersira Calzavara
Evan Robert Campbell

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
† Tess Lucia Campbell
Depu Cao
Michael Carens
Quinn Alexander Carter
‡ Siena Grace Casanova
Kyle Casey
Colin Daniel Cassidy
Fatoumata Ceesay
Monica Alexandria Ceisel
Benjamin James Challe
Kerryanne Chambers
Sheung Lung Chan
Beatrice B. Chang
‡ Trancy Chang
Frank Feil Chapman
Suranjana Chattopadhyay
Aina Farzana Binti Che Mohd Fauze
Noor Lina Dalila Binti Che Othman
‡ David Lechun Chen
Hung-Chi Chen
Keming Chen
† Xi Chen
‡ Yifan Chen
Zongyu Chen
‡ Yu Cheng
Charlene Christine Chia
Junhwan Choi
‡ Young Min Choi
Wiktor Chreptowicz
Andrew Cook Christensen
Belle Sara Christine
Asia Nikotiana Christoffel
Gavin Christy
Sicheng Chu
Thang Xuan Chu
Sophia Chung
Naigui Ci
Caroline Courtney Clancy
Lindsey Jo Coakley
Emilie Janet Cochran
John Martin Cohen
‡ Patrick Michael Collins
Grant Marcus Comte
Cailin Michelle Considine
Meggie Cook
Caroline D. Cooper
Cahleel Copus
Mitchell Raymond Coston
Caitlin Star Coulam
Rachael Lynn Courtney
Austin Reed Cox
Elisa Cruz
Chenxi Cui
Kyle Curry
Peter Magnus Curry
Jack Curtis
Lauren Daley
Matthew Philip Dandan
Chad Daniels-Rosenberg
Anheli De Leon
Sophia Rebecca Deguzman
Yunqi Deng
‡ Katharine Jean Denzen
Jay Desai
Jamey Marie Devine
Connor Daniel Deyoung
Javier Diaz Jr.
Benjamin Glindinning Dickel
Patrick Bryan Diffley
Leah Marie Dimaggio
† Jessica Y. Ding
† Vanessa Lee Dingman
‡ Christopher Dinh
Calandra Hunter Dittmann
Michael Jermell Dixon
Olivia Jenniges Dohmeier
Joseph Charles Dominski
Jamie Donohue
‡ Nicole Rae Dorshorst
‡ Adrianna Marie Doucas
‡ William D. Dougherty
Elizabeth McGillis Drayna
Shannon Christine Drea
Shana Lei Drengenberg
‡ Kort Allen Driessen
Jacob Cyril Droeszler
Matthew Scott Du Bois
Joshua Duchniak
Natalie Jane Dukes
‡ Emma DuMonthier
Ashton Duplessie
‡ Christopher Roberts DuPre
† Aaron Daniel Durlauf
Zachary McKinnon Easton
Walter Don Egger
‡ Kenneth Earl Ellis
Connor David Engel
‡ Talia Engstrom
Bentley Elizabeth Epple
Danielle Lavonne Erb
Brandon Michael Erkamaa
Bryan Ersoy
Ori Etzion
Samuel Keith Evans
Jessica Lynn Fahl
Benjamin Yan Fan
Zening Fang
Claire Mary-Helen Farnsworth
Brenna Kelsey Farrell
Conor Robert Farrell
Tyler William Fassbender
Oyindamola Fawole
Zachary William Feinstein
Jack Sante Feldman
Alyssa Nicole Feller
Matthew Felmon
Brennan Fendt
Wen Feng
‡ Yatong Feng
‡ Anna Teresita Ferrigan
Colin Hunter Fetherston
Makayla Rose Fischer
Brett Tyler Fisher
Kyle James Fitzgerald
Brock Lyle Fitzpatrick
Alessandra Fitzwater
‡ Kaylin Nicole Flesch
Juan Israel Flores
Dylan James Flynn
Jason Thomas Folk
James Duncan Forman
Seth Thomas Locke Foust
Matthew James Freytag
Logan Froelich
Bryce Frost
Alana Lauren Fry
Bei Fu
James Fuller
‡ Max Fuller
Tiana Alexandria Gallion
McKaylin Grace Gamel
BenTao Gao
Anna Garren
Margaret Elizabeth Garren
Josie Lynn Garwood
Gabriella L. Gaus
Sarah Sophia Gaydos
Ryan David Gehler
Trevin Mathew Geier
Kimberly Sue Geiter
Luke Tytler Georgiadis
‡ Leah Rose Gerlach
Jordan Gerothanas
‡ Zachary Scott Gestrich
Hannah Elizabeth Giammarco
Matthew Thomas Gibson
Grace Catherine Girard
Bryce William Glasgow
‡ Amanda Lily Glass
Sebastian Alberto Gomez Parra
Cheng Gong
Benjamin John Gordon
Taylor Gordon
Mariah Jane Treloar Gorman
Samantha Elizabeth Gorman
‡ Paige Madisyn Gorst
Mason Alexander Grady
Gabrielle Marie Green
Hannah Greene
Justin Philip Griesemer
Rachel Mariah Griffin
‡ Samuel Harrison Grindel
Danielle Elizabeth Grubb
† Sarah Faye Gruber
Alesha Ann Guenther
Samuel Guerrero Mandelblum
† Colin Guest
Gabrielle Marie Guitzkow
Jason Alexander Gunz
Ian Gundersen
Dominique Anne Gunville
Xinqi Guo
Brian Daniel Guth
Noah Guthman
Anissa Colleen Hacker
Eleni Haideman
‡ Brianna Marie Hall
‡ Breanna Hambusch
Fatheya Saeed Hamdy
Ryan Thomas Hanley
‡ Austin Lee Hannah
‡ Matthew Paul Hansen
Ian Patrick Hanseter
Brooke Hanson
Elizabeth Noelle Hanson
† Wei Hao
Kunihiro Hara
Elizabeth Trifon Haris
Clare Nicole Hartman
Erynn Terese Hartnett
Jack Francis Harvath
Ayca Hatipoglu
Joseph Frazier Hayes
‡ Gillian Elizabeth Hedberg
Luciann Anora Heeg
Isaac Heinrich
Collin Daniels Heller
Racheal Heller
Lucille Marie Hentzen
Jeong Heo
Grace Marie Herbeck
Patrick Benjamin Herbst
Olivia Ann Herken
Adriana Hernandez Perez
Vianey Alejandra Hernandez Ramirez
Tyler Jayme Hickey
Phoenix Matthew Higgins
† Nathaniel James Hilliard
‡ Alana Marty Hirsch
Briana Marie Hoey
Nathaniel Allen Hoffman
Brooke Elyse Holder
Benjamin Brady Hollister
Thomas Stanley Hollman
April Faye Hommerding

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Nay Honain
William Thomas Hornung
Kaley Marie Horvath
Erica Taylor Howe
Kraig Thomas Howe
Scott Kellam Howe
Mitchell Lukas Hruska
Gloria Hsieh
Bingyao Hu
Zhuoran Hu
Elizabeth Huang
Ranzhao Huang
Sichang Huang
Xiaolu Huang
Yijing Huang
Jordan Nicole Huber
Emma Clare Hubler
Kailey Cymone Hubler
William Roberts Huerth
Isaac Paul Huettl

Catherine Kae Humphrey
Ashley Rose Huppert
Daniel Ibarra
Tolulope Morenikeji Igun
Ekenedilichukwu Afamefuna
Khalil Drew Iverson
Alyssa Lynn Ivy
Anjali Iyengar
Anusha A. Iyengar
Emilio J. Jacobo-Arill
Anthony Xavier Jacobs
Michael Paul Jagielski
Sophia Jain
Vansh Sanjeev Jain
Kara Noelle James
Colin Jamison
Jacob Alvin Jankowski
Caroline Janotha
Gabriela A. Jasielec
Allison Shaye Jensen
Joowan Jeong
Chulwook Ji
Xin Jiang
Songhee Jin
Yikai Jin
Ashleigh Arianna Johnson
Gabrielle Marie Johnson
Isaac Schoeneman Johnson
Tyler Johnson
Jacqueline Jones
Mariah Elysia Jones
Tyler Parker Jones
Samuel Jolson
Larissa Marie Kahan
Natalia Kaminski
Jeffrey Gerald Kanetzke
Junwoo Kang
Meenmo Kang
Sung Ho Kang

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Abigail Irene Kapitz
Arjun Karunakaran
Nathaniel Charles Kaufman
Samuel Edward Keal
Jacob Jeffery Keller
Aaron Kelly
† Jacob Robert Kentala
Emily Anne Kessler
Sarah Grace Ketterhagen
Neeshan Hussain Khanikar
Baye Kielley
Taylor Kilgore
Noel Marie Killian
‡ Yeon Jung Kim
Nicholas Ryan Kimball
‡ Marais Kachina Kimmel
Chloe Kirk
Anne Catherine Kirwin
Evan Ross Kivolowitz
Nick Klabjan
Andrew Zachary Klinich
‡ Emma Alexandra Kloes
Lucy Veronica Knapp
Elaine Elizabeth Knaus
Julia Claire Knecht
Miranda Koby
Kalie Beth Koch
Harsha Kodavalla
Kathryn Anne Koenen
Elan Koenig
Brianna Koerth
Benjamin Kohl
Savannah Shea Kohlhagen
Emily Sara Kohn
Mallory Donna Kopp
† Nicole Julia Koshevatskiy
Matthew Kozicz
Mariah Michelle Kozmer
‡ Zachary Martini Kremer
Jessica Ann Krosnowski
Madeline Rita Krueger
Endre Krumholz
James Leon Krumme III
Gabriel Joseph Kruse
Minhyun Ku
‡ Yi Kuang
Katelyn Marie Kuehl
Dannira Kulenovic
Ayla Danielle Kunes
Tenzin Kunsel
James Ellis Kuoppala
Delilah Ann Kutler
Christina Ji-Soo Kwon
Andrew Kyser
Bailey Ann La Sage
Brittany Rose LaFerriere
Cheah Yew Lai
Jiayue Lai
Lucas Laibly
Allie Lamb
Brandy Kristina Lamb
Tian Lan
‡ Yuliya Nikolaevna Laptsionak
Sean William Larsen
Edward James Larson
† Lisa Yizhen Larson
Skye Olivia Larson
Rolands Lauzums
Veronica Ann Laverdure
Sydney Anne Lawson
Alexandria Latrice Lazenby
Whitney Mercedes Lazo Guevara

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Travis Andrew Leach
Christine Elizabeth Leahy
Noah Gabriel Lebrun
Daniel Joseph Lee
‡ HJ Lee
Jay Hwan Lee
Kevin Jung-Hang Lee
Soomin Lee
Jordan Tyrone Lehmann
‡ Noah Steven Leibold
Owen Bradford Lemke
Brady Lenz
‡ Sara Kate Lessans
Joseph Allen Lessner
Anthony Leung
Joseph Alexander Levin
Michael Alexander Leykin
Baozhen Li
Houqi Li
‡ Mengxun Li
Nikki Li
Xiangyu Li
Xinyuan Li
† Yuke Liang
Samuel Jacob Liegel
Yeeun Lim
Sharon Lin
Yuzhen Lin
Samantha Rose Linden
Payton Noel Lindner
Robert William Lindsay
Jacob Gunnar Linhart
James Edward Lintner
Shannon Cassidy Lipe
‡ Cathy E. Liu
‡ Jinneng Liu
Minxing Liu
Yangyang Liu
Yaqian Liu
Yubiao Liu
Zixuan Liu
Laura Michelle Livermore
‡ Eliana Hozore Locke
‡ Madeline Ann Lockhart
Emily Loehr
Sydney Lofquist
Zhiyu Long
John Gregory Lopez
Zhouyi Lou
Jinyu Lu
Wilson Lu
‡ Xinjie Lu
Yanjun Lu
‡ Theodore David Lucas
‡ Bryan Christopher Luettgen
Riley Luettgen
‡ Frankie Luo
Quinn Robert Lynch
Yuhan Ma
Kayleigh Macgregor
Noah Mack
Alecio Evan Madrid
‡ Ikmal Syafiq Bin Mahadi
Sarah Owen Mahoney
Jonah Joseph Mahowald
‡ Mark W. Maier
Michael Edward Major
‡ Nnayongo Sophie Lynn Malafa
Kyle Patrick Malinowski
Ekaterina Yurevna Malysheva
Hasan Khaled Masarrah
Molly Lynn Manchon
‡ Sivani Manchu
Craig James Mangi
Vinoth Manoharan
Melia Markham
‡ Taylor Jo Marquardt
Michael Anthony Marr
‡ Isabel Christine Marshall
Niamh Mary Martin
‡ Amer Rashiddin Bin Marzuki
Melanie Paige Mason
Claire Beatty Massey
Gabrielle Elizabeth Masson
Takashi Matsuzawa
Isaac Leo Matthias
Brendan Thomas Maul
‡ Haley Margaret Maurer
Anis Syazwani Binti Mazelan
Hannah McAnulty
Alexis Nicole Mccann
Kyle Mccarthy
Carin Michelle McClain
John Alexander McCloskey
Sean Alan Mccutchin
Zoe Marie Mcdonald
Savanah McHugh
Collin Mead
Andrew Riessler Mehigan
Rachel Anne MehIaff
Alyssa Nicole Meixelsperger
Madeline Paige Melby
Lauren Mello
‡ Jack T. Melms
‡ Zonglin Meng
Kaitlyn Mikayla Menz
John Nicholas Merry
Emma Ruth Metz
Adam Charles Meyer
Jack Michael Meyer
Quinn Joseph Meyer
Aliyah Ali Mfinanga
Casey Michelic
Laura Jane Miller
Cody Chien Milstein
Alexander Todd Mindorff
Samantha Jo Minor
Madalena Lou Misura
‡ Yifan Mo
Catherine Jean Moakley
‡ Aisha Suraya Moe
Stephen Shepherd Mog
Nurul Auni Athirah Binti Mohamad
Nuri
Siti Nur Farhanah Binti Mohamad
Saidi
Kaisah Amila Binti Mohamed Khandi
Lisa NurMarini Mohd Kamal
Nur Aisyah Binti Mohd Nasir
Matthew Connor Monahan
Marisa Monetti
Matea Lynn Moon
Jacob Moore
Jacob Robert Moore
Luke Matthew Moore
Mason Robert Moore
David William Moorman
‡ Emma Maria Morales Leslie
Bradley Thomas Moranski
Andreas Mork-Barrett
‡ Matthew Wayne Morris
Alana Quinn Morrison
Mitchell C. Mosure
Matthew Kynaston Mott
Robert Anton Muether
Muhamad Musyrif Fikri Bin Muhamad
Suhail
‡ Samuel Brendan Mulvaney
‡ Matthew Spenser Munns
Marin Elizabeth Murack
Edward Kent Murray
Sean Patrick Naumann
Andrew Michael Nelson
‡ Belle Elizabeth Nelson
Meredith Jayne Nelson
Betty Nen
Patrick William Neuguth
‡ Louise Ng
Neville Zi Feng Ng
Dustin Nguyen
Emily Lan Anh Nguyen
Nina Nguyen
‡ Wynnie Nguyen
Brent Cole Nicolet
Katrina Marie Nielsen
Sarah Elizabeth Nies
Ester Nikolla
Alec Edward Nitka
Ajia Noble
Muhammad Mirza Haikarl Bin Nor Azman
Fatin Nadia Puteri Binti Nor Hayazi Putera
Madeline Paige Noreika
Ann Elizabeth Norregaard
Ian David Norwood
Madeline Kaye Novinska
Kyra Mae Nowacki
Phillip Michael Nowak
Zachary Michael Nowatzki
Shane O’Hara
Osgar Eanna O’Hoision
Kiichi Okubo
Kara Anne Olds
‡ Sarah Catharine O’Leary
Carly J. Olson
Monique Olson
Nicholas Olson
‡ Savannah Elizabeth Olson
‡ Nurfara Syuhada Binti Omar
Eliza Ann Omohundro
MaKenna Lee Ort
Denasha Osborn
Omar Abdul Aziz Bin Othman
‡ Mackenzie Lee Otterson
Nathan John Otto
Christian Arlin Overman
Sean James Packer
William Daniel Paese
Amy M. Page
Jackapan James Pairin
Ruby Alexandra Paisner
‡ Allie Rae Palmer
Allison Joy Palmer
Gabriel Salas Pante
Enoch Park
Jay Park
Miru Park
Sungin Park
Frank Parker
Tirth Patel
Jesse Mathew Paucek
Brent Paulson
Alexander David Pearl
Cen Peng
Eric Peng
Julin Peng
Sarah Petelinsek
Brandon Phouybanhdyt
Trevor Bernard Picot
‡ Avery Lisabeth Pilot
Janiece Renae Piolet
Megan Kathleen Piraino
Sally Elizabeth Plampton
James Thomas Plautz
‡ Alexandra Pleasant
Molly Nora Plitzner
Evan Francis Pohlkamp
‡ Marc Ghislain Poissonnier
Brian Matthew Portland
Rachel Catherine Potyen
Thomas Powell
‡ Megan Riely Powers
Aydin Prehara
Sinead Frances Prentiss
Katharine Joy Previte
Julie Choi Prock
Francesca Ann Przloski
Alexandra Qi
Jiatong Qing
Casea Marie Quednow
Mya Lynn Quick
Bradley Patrick Quinn
‡ Gillian Quinn
Reginald Quinton Rabb II
Samuel Rowen Radack
Matthew Thomas Radtke
Daniel Joseph Ramallo
Octavia Aerial Ramsey
Shixuan Ran
Swaraj Rao
Jeffrey Francis Rauenbuehler
‡ Melina Recalde
Nicolas Alvaro Reggiardo
Jack Reinhardt
Nikolaj Joseph Reiser
Jinyuan Ren
Cody James Retzlaff
Preston M. Retzlaff
Charles Vincent Ricchio II
Ann Elizabeth Richey
Caroline Risdon
Jordyn Justine Robl
Sophia Rose Johnston Rock
Dana Angeli Zamora Rodriguez
Dawson Rogers
Natalie Rogers
‡ Sally Rohrer
‡ Michael James Rolfe
Jacob Kelly Rollin
‡ Emily Romdenne
Nathan Henry Rooyakkers
‡ Mason Paul Roscizedwski
Nathan Richard Rose
Parker Rosemeyer
Jacob Paul Ross
Benjamin Broeren Rossmillar
Zander Rossouw
Emily Anne Rubasch
Brian Rucinski
Jocelyn N. Ruiz
Paulina Christine Ruiz-Maki
Drew Michael Rushmer
Bailey Russo
Olivia Lorraine Russo
Ryan Christopher Saari
Guillermo Enrique Saenger
Ariana Saghazi
Leonardo Eden Salhani
Suraya Binti Salim
Devin Lahiru Samaranayake
‡ Maximilian Bond Sanchez
Nikhita Sandesh
Morgan Donna Sanftleben
Joseph Paul Saskowski
‡ Louis-David Felix Sauve
Michael Philip Sawall
William Saykao
Samantha Nicole Schaaf
‡ Olivia Jean Schaefer
Jake Wyatt Schaum
Emily Schertz
Isaac Christopher Schiro
Justin Richard Schliedt
Mikaela Elizabeth Schmit
Sophia Kennedy Schmit
‡ Toni Elizabeth Schmitt
Jordan Elizabeth Schmitz
William Alec Schmitz
Jackson Alexander Schneider
John David Schneider
Nicholas Pierce Schnoor
‡ Erin Gwenn Schoenbeck
Sarah Caroline Schoenfeldt
Jakob Anthony Scholze
Samantha Lynn Schrader
Lucas Alan Schult
‡ Lydia Rose Schultz
Jordan Lee Schutz
Samuel Cole Schwab
Amanda Joy Schwabe
Elizabeth Susan Schwalbe
Zamiel Sylvester Schwarz
Ashley Schwensohn
Erik Wilson Schwerdtfeger

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement

42
† Katherine Grace Scotty
Ava Marie Sczygelski
Samantha Bryn Secord
Benjamin Grant Sefarbi
Chikako Seike
Sabrina Rose Sein
† Carlie Servais
Aidan Michael Shanahan
Elizabeth Shank
Zhiheng Shao
Jack Welsh Shaw
Corrigan Anne Marie LaLonde Shea
Jennifer Annelise Shelver
‡ Jeeho Shin
Johanna Ruth Shinners
‡ Cecilia Gretchen Shortreed
Manish Kumar Shrestha
Yiheng Shuai
‡ Cerise Marie Siomof
Nicholas Levi Sielicki
Michelle Sijie Sikes
Charles Robert Simon
Raveena Singh
‡ Haley Amanda Sirota
Malia Nicole Sirota
Jonathan Reyes Skidmore
Julia Alexandra Skorb
Morgan Eleanor Smigielski
Haley Anne Smiley
Ching To So
Antoinette Christine Sobon
Sydney Elizabeth Sobon
Ryan Stuart Soohoo
Madeline Margaret Spangenberg
James Edward Spitz
Morgan James Spohn
Connor Stamper
Ellen Ashley Stang
Joan Starich
Savana Stauss
Carter Joseph Steffen
Benjamin Herschel Steigman
‡ Emma Isabelle Steinbrink
Samuel Joseph Stekel
Dylan Stenz
Ryan Nicholas Stepanovich
† Elm Amund Stephenson
Elaina Carole Stoffel
Kate Stolar
Bryant Travis Stone
Jared James Stoner
Matthew C. Stout
Abigail Leigh Streu
Tristan Alexander Stringfellow
Aliya Rae Stuehn
Lucas Patrick Sturzl
‡ Emma Stutzman
Yiran Su
Christopher Michael Sullivan
Mackenzie Kaitlyn Sullivan
Lauren Summers
Xiaohan Sun
‡ Xiaoyu Sun
Benjamin Oliver Swanton
Morgan Hessling Sweeney
Kris Francis Sypula
Niharika Talwar
Leon Yee Leong Tän
Jordan M. Tannenbaum
Jeffrey Michael Tarnowski
Lucille Stephanie Tasker
Lauren Tatus
Gabriel Wolff Taveira
Nathaniel Liam Taylor
Andrew Douglas Tesch
Madison Tew
Alyssa Evelyn Thalacker
Mai Yeng Thao
Jonathan David Thickens
Charles Gilbert Thomas IV
Bryce William Thompson
Caleb Bayard Thompson
Courtney Rebekah Thompson
‡ Elizabeth Thompson
Pamela M. Thompson
Mitchell Stevenson Thurner
‡ Isabelle Na Tiggs-Green
Nicholas Timothy Timmons
Emily Marie Toboyek
Benny Tock
‡ Joshua Mitchell Topel
Daniel Robert Torres
Esmeralda Maria Tovar
Tyler Ray Trebitowski
Katrina Noelle Trinidad
Cody James Trotter
Riley Madigan Trux
Dominique Barbara Tuszynski
Justin Twardowski
‡ Peter Ulrich
Anansa Divya Upadhaya
Madeline Elise Urbanz
Joaquin Valdez
Anna Sophia Vande Moore
Emily Mary Vandenberg
Aubrynn Leah Vander Velde
Greggory Steven Van Dycke
John Michael Van Gemert
Lauren Marjorie Van Hoof
Alexander Reich Van Hulle
‡ Olivia Jane Van Lanen
Yael Velvel
Alexis Amaris Venter
Diego Eliyahu Villegas
Daniel William Voeks
Eric Edward Vonderwell
Manisha Reddy Vootkuri
Max Frederick Vrany
Quinn M. Wakley
Benjamin Alexander Waller
† Daphne Wang
Jingruo Wang
Jingyi Wang
Pingyao Wang
‡ Ruobing Wang
‡ Ruojun Wang
‡ Weiheng Wang
‡ Yining Wang
‡ Yipeng Wang
‡ Yuqi Wei
‡ Hannah Rose Weier
Ryan Weinkauf
McKenna Saryn Wenzel
† Sam Westby
‡ Heidi Kristin Weston
Matthew James Whitney
Kayla Ruth Wiedholz
‡ Chloë Maya Wigul
Jordan Mallory Wilhelm
Samuel Michael Williams
Tina Lianmeo Williams
Michael Thomas Willis
‡ Caleb James Wilson
Matthew R. Wilson
‡ Parker Lee Woldt
‡ Alexandra Leah Wolff
Michael Wong
Daniel Peter Woodcock
Khai Bin Woon
Skylyn Sommers Worzalla
Ethan Jake Woyak
Christopher Lee Wright-Madison
Di Wu
Matthew Wu
‡ Yi Wu
Zheng Wu
‡ Gage Randall Wuttke
‡ Diquan Xian
Maric Xiao
Wei Xiao
Shiyue Xie
Ashlee Xiong
Megan Xiong
Mercy Xiong
Thai Xiong
‡ Gaowei Xu
‡ Hengjiali Xu
Samantha Yaeger
Xiaochao Yan
Dingyue Yang
Kavin Q Yang
Peter Yang
Phia Yang
‡ Sichao Yang
Kelsey Yanisch
Shunyu Yao
Yifan Yao
Huanyao Ye
Adam Yeazel
Yili Yong
Alexander John Young
Peishi Yu
Zhaokun Yu
Ashraft Syazwan Ahmady Bin Yusni
‡ Nabil Asad Bin Yusof
Haziq Harith Bin Zaba
Nuruliyana Yasmin Binti Zainal
Zaierya Afrina Binti Zainal
Iman Nadiah Binti Zakaria
‡ Izabela Kamila Zaluska
Tianyu Zeng
Binghui Zhang
Bowen Zhang
Ruonan Zhang
Siming Zhang
Tinghe Zhang
Yilu Zhang
‡ Yingzi Zhang
‡ Yipei Zhang
‡ Youfian Zhang
‡ Yumin Zhang
‡ Zhongqing Zhang
Zidong Zhang
‡ Weiran Zhao
‡ Zhiyi Zhao
‡ Zijie Zhao
Manni Zhou
Shifan Zhou
Shun Zhou
‡ Yiqing Zhu
‡ Yunyi Zhu
‡ Lara Leigh Zich
Jacob Matthew Zimmermann
Shanglin Zou
‡ Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement

School of Business

Jacob Daniel Allen
Alexa Catherine Amundson
Kaylen Lee Bach
Charles Bachman
Grant Bailey
Logan James Bailey
Jacob Anthony Ballweg
‡ Jacqueline Kari Bangart
John Barcheski
Skye Marie Baron
Evan William Basse
Caleb Basu
Zachary Bertucci
Farhat Bhuiyan
‡ Emily Marie Bildings
Matthew Christopher Blessing
Evelyn Claire Bowman
Hayley Ruth Boyd
Jadon Robert Briggs
‡ Colleen Brown
Samuel J. Bucheger
Nikolas Burmeister
Benjamin Taylor Caldwell
Matthew Larris Capelli
‡ Emily Laura Carlson
Samantha Fivek Castle
Katherine Lyn Castro
Zita Chen
Brandon Vicente Ching
Aidan Ai Theng Chow
Samantha Chylla
Liam Daigh Conlon
‡ Mary Ellen Conway
Noah Christopher Corwin
Thomas Austin Costello
Melanie Cross
‡ Nicole Christine Daul
‡ Nate Davis
‡ Charles Robert Dennis
Joshua Thomas Dickmeyer
‡ Margaret Teresa DiPoto
Kim Chi Thi Do
Xingshuo Dong
‡ Maximilian Peter Drescher
Erin Elizabeth Dubiel
Bennett Wilson Eldredge
Anthony Michael Enea
Jennifer Ann Englebert
Samuel Robert Epstein
Hayley Rae Everett
‡ Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Michael Paul Fink
Mark Gabriel
Anne Colleen Genske
Margaret Mary Genske
Katerina Goga
Haley Simone Griffith
‡ Hanji Gu
Kal Halvorsen
Trung Thanh Han
Benjamin Louis Hanson
‡ Madelyn Jean Hartjes
Dana Rose Montoya Hatfield
Kristin Heller
Connor James Henne
Jordan Parker Hoffman
Chandler William Hong
Maggie Horan
Charles Huang
Marshall Jonathon Huberty
Undrakh Jargalsaikhan
Erik Steven Johnson
‡ Joseph Richard Kalin
Kyle David Kerrigan
William Bailey Keuler
Joshua Kuehl
Nicole Kulczyk
Alexander Robert LaPlant
Bryan Laude
Pangzoo Lee
Maxwell Thomas Lentz
Kyle Alan Lewis
Fong Lian Lim
Anna Lipkin
‡ Qianyu Liu
Yiyuan Liu
Matthew Jeffrey Lory
Joseph Andrew Losinski
Ruiqi Luo
Siqi Luo
Spencer F. MacKay
Brian Alexander Mays
Taylor Mears
‡ Xiantao Meng
‡ Michelle Ysabele Metros
John Meunier
‡ Madeline Kate Michael
‡ Natalie Amelia Mikalsen
Eric Gregory Millner
Clara LeAnn Moen
Samuel Christian Mortensen
Charlie Mueth
‡ Dylan O’Donnell
‡ David Patrick O’Keeffe
School of Education

Nicholas Alegria
Mouna Alghaithi
Mere Asani
‡ Anna Mei Baker
‡ Quinn Beaufre
Quentin Noel Blum
Bianca Rose Bockwinkel
‡ Kayla Joanne Bol
Antonique LeMarea Brown
Hannah Janine Chandler
Esther Chiu
Samuel Roger Christensen
Eleanor Christman
Leah Joanne Corey
Karter Crowe
Sydne Danielle Davis
‡ Hanna Docter
Samantha Rose Dorlack
Liam Michael Driscoll
Zixuan Feng
‡ Maxwell Baron Ferro
Zachary Shane Fischman
Rebecca Lea Fitzgerald
Faith Elizabeth Fuller
Jamie Gaarder
Jennifer Robin Gapinski
Alec Michael Glugos
Bryce Edward Haefer
Elizabeth Hayes
Devon Robert Heim
Rachel Lee Hellrood
Mason Lospej Her
Shuang Hu
Jiawei Huang
‡ Anne Sophia Hudkins
Edward Hugo
Anthony Arnold Iwen
Megan Nicole Kane
Christopher Kelirher
Leah Marie Kerkman
Brock Knautz
‡ Abigail Anne Kothe
Dianne Irene Kotsonis
Laura Kressin
Claire Josephine Krieger
Rose Marie Lambrechts
Ciera Alexandra Lampshire
‡ Jessica Landergott
Matthew Charles Laumann
Allison Mary Lawrence
‡ Emily Margaret Leach
Pachia Lee
Emily Irene Lesch
Cindi Jane Lewis
‡ Tiffani Kwan Lewis
Spencer Davis Linse
Jordan Danielle Little
Andrea Marie Lukas
Rebecca Anne Lustig
Reagen Elizabeth Lyle
Carlee Elizabeth Malueg
Cole Martin
‡ Rachel Ariel Matz
Jason Mettlach
‡ Tyson Thomas Miehe
Malinda Margaret Miller
Peter Matthew Minton
Lauren Keeley Moberg
Dagny Irene Clark Mochalski
Danielle Rose Montague
Danielle Moore
Alanna Mulcahey
Emily Elizabeth Nelson
Theresa Francesca Nepomuceno
Erin T. Nguyen
‡ Madeline Christine Ogren
Kirsten Pauline Patapoff
Brian Philip Patterson
Madeline Ann Phillips
Ninoska Patricia Picon
Kennedy Jene Pipers
‡ Austin Jeffrey Powell
‡ Ashley Di-Ann Prudhom
Izaec Quintanilla
‡ Amanda C. Ramirez
‡ Abigail Marie Remiarz
Marissa Marilyn Ripp
‡ Maddison Ross
Hannah Raye Saalsaa
Shania Schibbelhut
Jennifer Marie Schmidt
Kailee Mary Schraepfer
Emmy Sehmann
‡ Lai Seipel
Mark Andrew Selby
Kaylee Selden
‡ Anna Suzanne Selestow
Rama Shoukfeh
Karen Lorraine Singer
‡ Savannah Carol Skon
Elise Kathryn Slichter
Andrew Thomas Slick
Alyssa Kristine Sohrweide
Natalie Jo Statz
Robert Thomas Stellmach
Abigail Mary Sutherland
Andrew Douglas Timmerman
Jacob Scott Timmons
Sydney Marie Tishim
Paige Ellen Tullis
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